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DROP IN TO WINTER
In anticipation of a season of big lines, deep powder, and vast 
backcountry, our team rolled north to the Powder Highway of 
Interior BC, testing our new gear in the heart of a legendary 
destination. This book is packed with products, images, and 
stories to inspire you to gear up for your own epic road trip.

WOMEN’S BOMBSHELTER
Waterproof, breathable, 3-layer 
Cocona® 50D polyester shell. Lining: 
800 fill MicroTherm™ Premium 
Goose Down (top torso/sleeve); 60G 
PrimaLoft® One (lower torso/sleeve, 
hood, and underarm). StormRepel® 
DWR finish. Rated 20K/30K.

REG XS-XXL A89 501 0658 $449

HEYBURN PANTS See page 11.

ON FIRST ASCENT GUIDE  
LYNSEY DYER:

AUBERGINE

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED, 
UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE

WINTER OUTFITTER  BS13   78 WINTER OUTFITTER  BS13   COVER
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THE FIRST ASCENT
®

 PROPELLANT JACKET   

The most breathable insulated soft shell ever built by Eddie Bauer. 

Constructed with stretch-woven, weather-shedding material and high-

loft Polartec® Alpha® insulation for enhanced airfl ow and award-winning 

performance during elevated aerobic activities. Guide built and trusted by 

Eddie Bauer snowboarder Wyatt Caldwell. REG S-XXL A88 501 0648 $279

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE



POWDER 
HIGHWAY

FUELING YOUR STOKE FOR ADVENTURE IN INTERIOR BC
PACKING GEAR INTO THE TRUCK IS A WINTER RITUAL. From 
short weekends in local hills to lifetime journeys through 
legendary ranges, the experience of loading up your best 
gear in search of new terrain defi nes our seasons. With 
each new road trip, the gear list shifts and so do our 
destinations. But the constant intersection of the two is 
why our team loaded up the latest in Eddie Bauer innova-
tions—such as the Neoteric, the Propellant, the Backdraft, 
and the Haines Pack—and hit the road for the Powder 
Highway of Interior British Columbia last winter.

Geographically defi ned by the mountain ranges and 
winding two-lanes that run north from the 49th parallel 
through the active towns of Nelson, Fernie, Rossland to 

A ROSTER OF EXPERTISE 

Many brands claim athlete involve-

ment in their product development, 

but the Eddie Bauer guide and ath-

lete teams drive every step of the 

process, from conception to testing, 

for an industry-leading result.

These experts live and work 

in the elements. They know what 

works and what doesn’t, which 

is why we trust their perspective 

on every seam and every stitch. 

We build what they need. Nothing 

more, nothing less. And that is what 

we mean when we say guide-built.

ALPINE TEAM

CAROLINE GEORGE—GUIDE

CHAD PEELE—GUIDE

DAVE HAHN—GUIDE

DAVID MORTON—GUIDE

ED VIESTURS—GUIDE

JAKE NORTON—GUIDE

MELISSA ARNOT—GUIDE

PETER WHITTAKER—GUIDE

SETH WATERFALL—GUIDE

SKI TEAM

ANDY MAHRE—ATHLETE 

ERIK LEIDECKER—GUIDE

KENT MCBRIDE—GUIDE

LEL TONE—GUIDE

LEXI  DUPONT—ATHLETE

LYNSEY DYER—ATHLETE

REGGIE  CRIST—GUIDE

TOM WAYES—GUIDE

ZACH CRIST—GUIDE

GUIDE BUILT.
GUIDE TRUSTED.®

5 STOPS ON B.C.’S 
POWDER HIGHWAY

NELSON
Whitewater Ski Resort

• Hippie pow in BC’s alternative 
enclave

FERNIE
Fernie Alpine Resort

• Big peaks, big lines at the 
edge of the Rockies

REVELSTOKE
Revelstoke Mountain Resort

• Deep, deep blower at the 
intersection of the Selkirks 
and Monashees

GOLDEN
Kicking Horse Mountain Resort

• Vertical gnar, alpine huts, 
and bold ice routes

ROSSLAND
Red Mountain Resort

• Ski history, ski culture, and the 
best apres bar in North America
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ADVENTURE
LIVE YOUR

OUR CREED  

TO GIVE YOU SUCH OUTSTANDING 
QUALITY, VALUE, SERVICE AND 
GUARANTEE THAT WE MAY BE 
WORTHY OF YOUR HIGH ESTEEM.™

OUR GUARANTEE  

EVERY ITEM WE SELL WILL GIVE 
YOU COMPLETE SATISFACTION 
OR YOU MAY RETURN IT FOR A 
FULL REFUND.™

LOFT FLEECE SYSTEM

the Canadian crossroads of Revelstoke and Golden, this 
zone has earned legendary status for its stacked peaks 
and deep snow. The climate that draws passionate fans of 
winter also makes it the place for our Eddie Bauer team 
to test themselves against the terrain at locations such 
as Eagle Pass Heli or Revelstoke Mountain Resort, and test 
our guide-built gear against the elements in the Selkirks 
and Monashees. A quiver of relaxed styles also enabled 
them to slide comfortably into a thriving mountain cul-
ture. It all called us north last winter with an epic road trip 
to the heart of an active winter paradise. We hope the sto-
ries, images, and products in this book will inspire you to 
do the same...as soon as the snow starts to accumulate.    

SNOWBOARD TEAM

CHRIS  COULTER—GUIDE

KYLE MILLER—ATHLETE

SCOTT NEWSOME—GUIDE

WYATT CALDWELL—ATHLETE

CLIMBING TEAM

KATIE  LAMBERT—ATHLETE

MASON EARLE—ATHLETE

KAYAK ATHLETES

BEN STOOKESBERRY

CHRIS  KORBULIC

ADVENTURE 

TRAVEL GUIDES

JULIA DIMON

RICHARD WIESE

SPORT SHOP 

GUIDES & EXPERT

ANDREW BENNETT—GUIDE

JOHN BURRELL—GUIDE

LUCAS ST.  CLAIR—GUIDE

MICHAEL PEPI—GUIDE

REBECCA ETCHEN PETERS—

EXPERT
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EAGLE PASS 

PARADISE 

Lexi DuPont, Lynsey Dyer, 

and Wyatt Caldwell tap into 

rowdy Monashee tenure at 

Scott Newsome’s hometown 

heli op, fi nding the perfect 

bluebird window and steep 

pro-level lines after a month 

of hammering storms.

12 
GOLD RANGE 

PROSPECTING 

Scott Newsome and a crew 

of Canadian splitboarders go 

heli camping at the edge of 

remote Monashee Provincial 

Park, ticking off big, burly 

lines, surviving three-day 

rime storms, and base 

camping in Canadian style.

44 
RETURN TO  

GLOBAL ICE 

After a long winter on mater-

nity leave from leashless 

tools, Caroline George 

returns to the vertical 

dimension, competing in 

Ouray and ticking off one of 

the wildest routes she’s ever 

climbed in the Alps.

50 
THE NEW SCHOOL OF LAYERING Outdoor brands have preached 

the gospel of base, mid and shell layers for years. But a technical 

revolution in fabrics and materials has us embracing a fourth dimension.

IT ALL CALLED US NORTH LAST 
WINTER, PROMISING AN EPIC ROAD 
TRIP TO THE HEART OF AN ACTIVE 
WINTER PARADISE.  

LEARN MORE ABOUT 

OUR TEAM AT 

WWW.EDDIEBAUER.COM

WATCH THE ROAD TO 

REVELSTOKE SERIES AT 
BLOG.EDDIEBAUER.COM
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eddie BaUer gUide scOtt newsOme pUts OUr gear tO 

the test, gUiding in the Birthplace OF helisKiing

In the zone
For the last four decades, Revelstoke, BC, has been at the heart of heliskiing. Since 
the frst Canadian heli op started shuttling skiers to the surrounding peaks in 1971, 
storm chasers have been drawn to the massive tenures, deep, light snowpacks, 
and stacked mountain ranges of the Selkirks and Monashees. Carved into a prime 
spot between two of the original ops is Eagle Pass Heli, the domain of Eddie Bauer 
snowboard guide Scott Newsome. Newsome earned his spot as owner/operator of 
Eagle Pass with status as the frst fully certifed ACMG splitboard guide and an  
impressive body of work in the heli industry, guiding both for clients and for top-
tier pro athletes in his hometown BC peaks. He picked Eddie Bauer First Ascent as 
the exclusive outerwear supplier for his hard-working guides and his heli op.

In the Eagle Pass location known for constant, hammering storms, Newsome 
and his guides put our Eddie Bauer First Ascent gear to the daily test, with New-
some personally logging more than 140 days of guiding in our durable Heyburn 
kit and using the Haines Pack as his daily guide pack. It sounds like paradise, but 
it’s a tough job, with 16-hour days the norm and long winters with no time off. 
But it’s also the prime storm-hammered location to test our gear. “I put about 
140 days a year on the Haines Pack and it’s really durable,” Newsome says. “It 
has all the bells and whistles that you need for a good guide’s pack. The Mona-
shees are my offce and the Haines Pack is the briefcase I use in the mountains.”

In this offce, Newsome and Eagle Pass quickly earned a stellar reputation, with 
visits from marquee media crews such as Brain Farm, Absinthe Films, Candide 
Thovex, and Red Bull Media House, as well as an extended visit from Sherpas  
Cinema last season. This pro infux was due not only to Newsome’s experience 
guiding for pro athletes and flm crews, but also due to Eagle Pass allowing top-
tier pros to tap into high-grade and challenging lines. Eddie Bauer athletes Wyatt 
Caldwell, Lexi DuPont, and Lynsey Dyer experienced this same fexibility and free-
dom at Eagle Pass last winter, putting the new First Ascent Neoteric, Backdraft, 
and Propellant styles to the test while landing to four days of stable bluebird after 

a month of characteristically hammering Monashee storms.
Riding with Newsome, his Eddie Bauer First Ascent teammates tapped into 

high-alpine lines, wind-sculpted features, and big spine lines, with the freedom 
to test their professional skills and new First Ascent gear against expansive Mona-
shee backdrops. But the terrain is what sets the experience apart. 

“I’ve been to a lot of helicopter operations and this one is one of the most 
picturesque. As far as the scenics go, it is just mind-blowing,” Dyer says. “The 
diversity of terrain they have here is over the top. They’ve got trees, they’ve got 
pillows, they’ve got spines, they’ve got the high alpine and it’s just so beauti-
ful. We skied chutes, we skied open faces, just some of the best powder I’ve had 
all season, as well as peaking into some spine lines. I wish that I had an endless 
budget because I would probably put it all here.”

Notched into prime Monashee terrain, the 270,000-acre tenure of Eagle Pass 
features deep, dry Monashee snow, but it was originally overlooked as too rowdy for 
the old-school heli-ski crowd. But Eagle Pass saw a new focus as a prime zone for 
freeriders seeking out aggressive lines in challenging terrain rather than a hand-
held luxury experience. “When clients come to Eagle Pass, the frst thing I want them 
to leave with is sore legs,” Newsome says. “We’re about the skiing and the riding and 
getting out there and getting after it. We’re not about the fuffy lodge life.”  

“You can’t really get a better heliskiing tenure than Revelstoke. It’s the mecca 
of heliskiing,” Newsome says. “It’s been that way for forty years and there’s a 
reason for it. Eagle Pass was the last slice of heaven as far as operating tenure in 
Canada. It was one of the last gems out there.”

“Scott made me feel at home and inspired me to be out there,” says Caldwell 
about an epic road trip north that kept the Tailgate World Freeride Champ hap-
pily on edge. “He pretty much 
opened the door and gave us 
the key to the castle.”

I PuT ABouT 140 DAYS A YEAR oN THE HAINES PACk. THE 
MoNASHEES ARE MY oFFICE AND THE HAINES PACk IS THE 
BRIEFCASE I uSE IN THE MouNTAINS.  —scott newsome

�Just�another�day�in�
his�Monashee�office�for�
Eddie�Bauer�and�ACMG�
guide�Scott�Newsome

Watch neWsome’s gear report 

youtu.be/Joets6wCtvy

eAGLe
PAss heLI

�A�bird’s-eye�view�of�one�
slice�of�270,000�acres�of�
steep,�stacked�tenure

PHoToGRAPHER: Garrett Grove

SCott’S PACK oF ChoICe:

hAIneS PACK See page 11



TRUE FREERIDE FREEDOM FROM THE MOST 

AIR-PERMEABLE WATERPROOF/BREATHABLE FABRIC

NEOTERIC KIT
The holy grail of shell technology has been one that breathes as 

comfortably as a soft shell. With our new Neoteric shell, we’ve built a 

fully waterproof riding shell with exponentially increased airfl ow for 

complete core comfort when riding, hiking, touring, or charging hard. 

The technological secret is Polartec® NeoShell, the most advanced and 

most air-permeable waterproof/breathable shell fabric available. The 

result is our Outside Magazine Gear of the Year-winning freeride shell.

INTERVIEW 

WYATT CALDWELL 

EDDIE BAUER ATHLETE, IDAHO SLED-

ACCESS SPLITBOARD CHARGER, AND 

TAILGATE WORLD FREERIDE CHAMP

 WHERE DID YOU USE THE NEOTERIC SHELL?

I used the Neoteric this winter in Idaho for a few 
cold splitboard trips before I put it to the test 
in Revelstoke, BC. It did very well against the 
elements in BC and I continued to use it during 
my two-month camper road trip up to Alaska 
until the end of April, as spring approached.

 WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT 

CHARACTERISTICS FOR A SHREDDING SHELL?

A solid shredding shell needs to have the ability 
to keep you warm and dry on the inside, no 
matter what wet or cold conditions the outer 
fabric is faced with. The shell fabric needs to 
allow your body to breathe easily right through 
the material, like the NeoShell does, and have a 
well-designed fi t for fl exibility.  

 WHAT MAKES IT DIFFERENT?

The Neoteric is different because the unusually 
soft outer fabric still provides the durability and 
water resistance I need in the mountains. The 
Neoteric shell is also exceptionally breathable but 
still has the warmth to keep my core temperature 
comfortable all day long, even in fl ash heating 
situations like steep splitboard skins and 
bootpacking into lines.

 HOW DID IT DEAL WITH DIFFERENT 

WEATHER AND DIFFERENT MODES OF ACCESS?

The Neoteric is well equipped to deal with all 
weather conditions and environments for every 
aspect of snowboarding I do—from crisp, cold, 
Idaho winter mornings to the damp, wet weather 
of Interior BC and Alaska.

 Wyatt Caldwell 
shooting the slash 

deep in the Monashees 
at Eagle Pass

PHOTOGRAPHER: Garrett Grove

INTRODUCING
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Waterproof and windproof

Durable water  
resistance

Abrasion resistant face

Exclusive sub-micron fiber  
membrane promotes  
moisture vapor transfer

Soft inner layer

Breathable. 
The more  
you move,  
the more air  
is exchanged.
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NEOTERIC KIT

A HIGHLY BREATHABLE/WATERPROOF 
EVOLUTION OF FREERIDE FUNCTION

NEOTERIC SHELL

NEOTERIC REMOVABLE BIB

Our guides live in this bib; it, too, 
harnesses the next-level power of
5 oz 80D nylon Polartec NeoShell fabric. 
Plus, the Schoeller® 3XDry® stretch bib 
zips off, easily converting to bib-less 
pants for spring skiing or shredding.
REG S-XXL B88 501 0654 $399

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0655 $419

NEOTERIC INSULATED JACKET

Insulated cousin to our ski shell, above, with 60G 
PrimaLoft® One premium synthetic fill to provide warmth, 
even when wet, on cold smoke, hot-lap powder days. 
Extended pit zips dump heat quickly. 50D polyester shell.
REG S-XXL B88 501 0652 $549

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0653 $569

NEOTERIC SHELL (SHOWN LEFT)

A 3-layer storm shell suited to open gates and hot laps, this 
5 oz 80D nylon Polartec NeoShell charger delivers greater 
interior comfort than traditional hard shell technology.  
Interior pockets with media port and goggles storage. 
REG S-XXL B88 501 0605 $449

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0606 $469

SEA  BREEZEHARBOR

ADRIAT IC  BLUE WINTER  PEAR HARBOR

SEA BREEZE DARK SMOKE

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE

   CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY

BREATHABLE WATER- 
PROOF

FOUR WAY 
STRETCH

MOISTURE 
WICKING 

POLARTEC
®
 NEOSHELL 

EXPONENTIAL AIRFLOW
The freest-fl owing waterproof/breathable result for complete 
core-temp comfort during hard-charging, big-line riding.
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LEXI DUPONT SLAYS BIG LINES IN THE NEW MECCA OF GNAR

FREERIDE MIGRATION
For decades Revelstoke was famous as the birthplace of heli-skiing, a nexus 

of snowmobile access and the epicenter of Canadian ski touring. Existing at 

the crossroads of the Monashees and the Selkirks, the town became a leg-

endary destination for storm chasers due to its mix of massive terrain, steep 

peaks, and deep, light snowpacks.

But when the small one-chair ski hill transformed into Revelstoke 

Mountain Resort in 2007—offering the largest vertical drop in North 

America and access to world-class gnar in North Bowl—it instantly tran-

sitioned a working class ski town into the Canadian capital of freeride. 

Five years later, the town has not only attracted a new migration drawn 

by 5,620 feet of challenging RMR vertical, but also international fame 

as a seasonal stop for professional fi lm crews and a venue for the World 

Freeride Tour each December, with legendary world-class lines in terrain 

such as Separate Reality, North Bowl, and Mac Daddy Face.

Eddie Bauer athlete Lexi DuPont has both charged the World Freeride Tour 

and made Revelstoke Mountain Resort an annual stop on her pro fi lming cir-

cuit. “I’m always drawn back to Revelstoke. The last fi ve seasons I’ve started 

my season in Revelstoke and it has just puked snow,” DuPont says. “It is by 

far the best place to start the season if you are hungry for blower powder.”

“The most challenging trip to Revelstoke for me is competing. I instantly 

get nervous just refl ecting on the nerves that used to pump through me 

when I was competing up here,” says DuPont, who came from qualifi er status 

in 2010 to make the fi nals and fi nish in the top ten three straight seasons. 

“But it challenges everyone. I mean, that’s why they have the contest. They 

bring athletes from around the world here every single season, which says 

something about this place.”

  Lexi DuPont getting 
after it in Revelstoke, five 
seasons deep into her 
annual trips to the mecca

PHOTOGRAPHER: Garrett Grove

[WOMEN’S]
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[1]  HAINES PACK

This guide-built, fully loaded backcountry ski 
touring pack has range: use it for day trips in 
the backcountry to long-term traverse. ItÕs 
also extremely versatile, expanding easily 
from 35 to 45 liters. Ultralight 210-denier triple 
ripstop/420-denier ripstop nylon; TPU-coated 
for water repellency. Molded back panel. 
Removable aluminum stay.

C23 501 1646 $249

[3]  HEYBURN 2.0 PANTS

60-gram synthetic insulation in seat and knees. Adjustable 
waist with loops attaches to Heyburn Jacket. More colors 
available at eddiebauer.com

REG XS-XL B89 501 0183 $199

[2]  HEYBURN 2.0 JACKET

Mesh-lined core vents. Secure zip shoulder pocket. Built-in 
snow skirt with loops. Integrated hood. Regular fit.

REG XS-XL B89 501 0177 $279

[2-3] HEYBURN SKI SYSTEM

Waterproof, windproof, breathable, 2-layer, 70-denier WeatherEdge Plus nylon shell. Rated to 10K/10K. StormRepel DWR finish. 

TUL IP SNOW RASPBERRY BOTTLE  GREEN BLACK

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE

EASILY EXPANDS 
FROM 35L TO 45L

BACK VIEW

[1] [2]

[3]

SKI CARRY SYSTEM

Adjusts to 
accommodate any 
width ski or board

BLACK

RASPBERRY
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gold range 
prospecting

Winter touring trips are known as long slogs into remote places. But Eddie 

Bauer First Ascent guide and Eagle Pass co-owner Scott Newsome took  

advantage of Eagle Pass tenure for an extended fve-day, seven-man split-

board trip into the remote and largely untapped Gold Range, on the boundary 

of Monashee Provincial Park. A largely undiscovered patch of alpine and old-

growth wilderness between the Shushwap River and Upper Arrow Lake, the 

22,700-hectare park holds 7,500-foot-plus peaks, stellar ski terrain, and close 

proximity to Revelstoke, BC. But the park presents diffcult winter access.

“The Gold Range and the Monashee Provincial Park has a ton of stuff that’s 

never been skied,” Newsome explains. “There are just endless amounts of 

big lines and there are no mechanized vehicles or helicopters allowed in the 

park. It’s a very remote park. There are no roads that take you into it. It’s very 

remote and a pretty cool place.”

Newsome and his crew of Canadian splitboarders solved the logistical 

challenge with a heli drop in Eagle Pass tenure on the border of the Provincial 

Park. They shuttled in on two 30-minute fights from Revelstoke directly into 

the alpine, then set up a fully stocked base camp complete with a propane 

barbecue, a 48-pound, 8-foot tall First ascent pantheon dome tent, bottles 

of fne scotch, and more than a few fats of canned Canadian beer. They got 

stuck in a three-day giant foggy rime storm that dumped a meter and a half 

of snow. But with clearing skies they toured into the park, ticking off steep, 

exposed chutes that rarely get skied and logging 10,000 vertical in two days. 

“On a traditional ski tour, every morning you’re constantly packing up your 

gear and you’re always moving through terrain. That type of trip doesn’t  

allow you to scope more intricate lines and see the way the light shifts around 

throughout the day,” Newsome summarizes. “Heli camping allows you to set 

up base camp, go climbing mountains, and then come back to your camp, 

beat and tired but with some luxuries of home.”

 “The Gold Range trip was a segue into what we want to eventually do with 

the operation,” says Newsome. “Last year was the trial run.”

heli gear drOps and pantheOn Base camps in Bc

�The�jagged�peaks�and�
untouched�snow�of�the�Gold�
Range�in�the�borderlands�of�
Monashee�Provincial�Park

PHOTOGRAPHER: Rip Zinger

�Clear�skies,�high�fives,�
and�118�square�feet�of�
livable�Pantheon�space
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[1]  BoMBsHelter JacKet 2.0

Rated to 20K/20K. Combination 800 fill MicroTherm™
down and 60G PrimaLoft® One lining. Waterproof, 
windproof, breathable WeatherEdge Pro ripstop
polyester shell. StormRepel DWR finish.

Men’S

REG S-XXL B88 501 0460 $449

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0530 $469

WoMen’S

REG XS-XXL A89 501 0658 $449

[3]  pantHeon doMe tent

Expedition base camp design with superior 
room and strength. 210D nylon; PU-coated floor/
walls. Removable floor. DAC aluminum pole frame 
construction. 118 sq ft interior. Stakes included.

C23 501 1752  $1,999

[2]  HeYBUrn 2.0 pants

Waterproof, windproof, breathable, 2-layer, 70-denier 
WeatherEdge Plus fabric. Rated 10K/10K. StormRepel 
DWR finish. Nylon shell. 60-gram synthetic insulation 
in seat and knees. Adjustable waist with loops that 
attach easily to the Heyburn 2.0 Jacket.

REG S-XXL B88 501 0343 $199

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0529 $219

[1] Men’s BoMBsHelter [1] WoMen’s BoMBsHelter [2] Men’s HeYBUrn 2.0 pants

IND IGO SPRIG IND IGO SPRIG

(WOMEN’S  ON  PAGE  1 1 )

AUBERGINE

reMoVaBle  

snoW sKirt

Seals out 
deep powder

storM daY  

Hood

Fits a ski or 
climbing helmet

loop sYsteM

Easily attaches 
to Heyburn 2.0

Jacket

�Setting�out�on�Canadian�
splitboard�tour�to�tick�off�
five�grand�of�vert

HELI CAMPING 
ALLOWS YOU 

TO SET UP BASE CAMP, GO 
CLIMBING MOUNTAINS, AND 
THEN COME BACK TO YOUR 
CAMP, BEAT AND TIRED BUT 
WITH SOME LUXURIES OF 
HOME. —scott newsome

[MEN’S]

Men’s BoMBsHelter 2.0

Men’s HeYBUrn 2.0 pants



TECHNOLOGY 

POLARTEC ALPHA 

BREATHABLE LOFTED INSULA-

TION FOR STOP-AND-GO ACTION

Protective outer layer

Durable lofted
insulation layer

Smooth inner lining

Breathable

Durable water
repellency

LOW-PRO HOOD 

W/STRETCH 

BINDING

For a secure and 

seamless fi t

YKK® DWR-

TREATED ZIPPERS

Eliminate bulky 

storm fl aps

POLARTEC ALPHA

Extremely breathable internal 

insulation allows airfl ow and 

enables exceptional breathability 

from an insulated piece

OVERSIZED, 

PACK-FRIENDLY 

HAND POCKETS

Provide maximum 

cargo capacity

WINTER OUTFITTER BOOK 2013   TRUE NORTH
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THE PROPELLANT

 By defi nition, all lofted insulation is 
warm and lightweight. From down to 
synthetics, the combination of those two 
key characteristics is what makes the puffy 
such an indispensable, compressible part 
of our winter kits. But the drawback to 
traditional puffi es is breathability, which is 
why we’ve partnered with Polartec to inte-
grate their new Alpha technology into our 
latest, extremely breathable Propellant soft 
shell. Designed to add insulation without 
impacting breathability, the result is the 
most breathable soft shell we’ve ever built.

Alpha delivers warmth without weight 
and exceptional compressibility, yet it is 
constructed so that it doesn’t impede the 
fl ow of moisture vapor. Developed for the 
US Special Forces, the technology evolved 
from a need for more mountain warmth but 
with an awareness of the practical restric-
tions against shedding layers during active 
missions. On the technical side, Alpha is 
a more stable lofted insulation, which 
enables it to be sandwiched between open-
construction woven face fabrics for a more 
air permeable package. The additional air-
fl ow rapidly draws moisture away from the 
body and gives Alpha-insulated products 
greater active range for cool-weather, stop-
and-go sports such as ski touring, alpine 
climbing, and mountain training. 

Eddie Bauer athletes Lynsey Dyer and 
Wyatt Caldwell tested out the new Alpha 
technology on their Powder Highway 
trip last winter. Dyer put it to the test at 
Eagle Pass Heli, scrambling on rime-iced 
summits, while Caldwell benefi ted from 
the breathable synthetic insulation during 
storm days on Rogers Pass, then packed 
the piece north to Alaska, where he tested 
it at Tailgate and in the zones around 
Thompson Pass. In all those situations, the 
new shell delivered a comfortable core 
temp while on tour.

[1] WOMEN’S [2] MEN’S

CINDER

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE    CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY

PROPELLANT JACKET

Polartec Alpha, the latest in their breathable insulation science, helps make our new 
warm-up the ideal high-mobility piece for maintaining a comfortable core temperature 
when working hard in cold weather. Moisture-shedding stretch-woven shell regulates 
personal temps when cranking up output on cold, crisp days.  

[1] WOMEN’S

REG XS-XL A89 501 0838 $279

BREATHABLE WATER- 
REPELLENT

FOUR WAY 
STRETCH

MOISTURE 
WICKING 

[2] MEN’S

REG S-XXL A88 501 0648 $279

TALL M-XXL A88 501 0649 $299

DEEP  MAGENTA

HIGHLY BREATHABLE, 

WATER-REPELLENT, 

WIND-RESISTANT 

STRETCH-WOVEN SHELL

5.1 oz 90-denier 88% nylon, 
12% spandex fabric w/ 

StormRepel® DWR STRETCH-

KNIT WRISTS

Keep cuffs in 
place when 
cooling off

Traditional soft shells work great for fast-paced ski touring. But stand still without pulling out a puffy and you’ll be 

shivering in a storm. At the same time, adding lofted insulation with its mandatory linings normally blocks out inherent 

breathability. Our Propellant solves both problems with a brilliant solution of Polartec® Alpha®—an extremely breathable 

and highly durable lofted insulation that functions between permeable fabrics. The result is an exceptionally breathable, 

insulated soft shell that lets the body breathe and adds warmth—a combo that won the design a coveted Apex Award.

THE MOST BREATHABLE INSULATED SOFT SHELL WE’VE EVER BUILT

INTRODUCING



 SECTIONTK

MOUNTAIN 
WORKWEAR
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BURLY GEAR FOR EXTENDED ROAD TRIPS

 Wyatt Caldwell sorting 
out the gear trailer on the 
road in Revelstoke, BC

PHOTOGRAPHER: Garrett Grove
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EMPEROR PARKA
Built in partnership with the Antarctic 
Logistics and Expeditions (ALE) 
team. Burly, extremely durable 500D 
CORDURA® nylon shell with StormRepel 
DWR finish; nearly 1 lb of 700 fill Premium 
Goose Down. Pockets for everything from 
energy bars to equipment manuals to 
heavy tools. Down-filled hood. 
REG S-XXL A88 501 0207 $399

MOUNTAIN OPS JACKET
Built with extremely durable construction 
rated for professional-grade use. 
Bombproof 500D CORDURA nylon shell 
with StormRepel DWR finish. 700 fill 
Premium Goose Down MicroTherm™ 
interior for warmth without bulk. Multiple 
storage pockets. Articulated sleeves.

REG S-XXL A88 501 0664 $249

TALL M-XL A88 501 0665 $269

NAIL DRIVER PANTS
Technical soft shell pants with workwear 
details and relaxed fit. Ample, zip-closure, 
secure pockets. Adjustable cuffs; zip gusset 
fits over boot. Breathable, 4-way stretch 
nylon/polyester/spandex with StormRepel 

DWR finish. Triangle bar-tack stitching 
throughout; knee reinforcement panel.

REG S-XXL A88 501 0307 $149

TALL M-XL A88 501 0308 $169

700
FILL DOWN

700
FILL DOWN

TRAVEX® EXPEDITION 
FLANNEL SHIRT
Soft, hollow-core polyester fabric, 
extremely warm for its weight, moves 
moisture and dries quickly. Large chest 
pockets securely stow tickets, maps, or 
passport. Lightweight, packable design 
fits easily in carry-on or pack. Regular fit. 

REG S-XXL B29 501 0667 $69.95

TALL M-XXL B29 501 0668 $79.95

ADMIRAL  BLUE

KHAKI

LEAD

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE   CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY
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DURADOWN 
& CORDURA
TOUGH AS NAILS. WARM AS HELL.

Toughness is essential in the mountain professions. From guiding and logistics to heli pilots and snowcat mechanics, 

hard labor demands burly fabrics. The need for toughness and for warmth led us to create styles that blend the 

timeless lofted warmth of down with CORDURA®, one of the world’s toughest textiles.

CORDURA was developed in 1977 as a 1,000-denier, air-jet-textured nylon yarn to add durability to backpacks.  During 

the next three decades, the highly resistant fabric evolved into an entire class of tough textiles, utilized for everything 

from luggage, boots, and apparel to military and tactical applications. The performance details of CORDURA fabric are 

based on the exceptional strength-to-weight ratio of air-jet-textured yarns. The brand is now internationally synony-

mous with long-lasting durability, abrasion resistance, and dependability.

At Eddie Bauer, we’ve harnessed the power of CORDURA in working class styles that range from the Duradown 

collection to the Nail Driver Pants. The result is a crew of tough styles made to survive serious workday abuse for 

tasks that run the gamut from fueling up the Eagle Pass Heli and chainsaw pruning at RMI base camp to twisting 

wrenches on the ice in Antarctica, as well as surviving the rigors of the road on BC’s Powder Highway.

CORDURA RIPSTOP 

NYLON & NYLON 

OVERLAYS

Tough durability, plus 

StormRepel DWR fi nish

STORMREPEL 

700 FILL DOWN

DWR-treated clusters 

prevent down from 

wetting out in moist 

conditions

STORMREPEL 

DOWN

Enhanced repellency 

to maximize loft in 

wet weather

GUIDE BUILT. GUIDE TESTED.® 

WYATT CALDWELL 

EDDIE BAUER ATHLETE, CAMPER RIG 

DRIVER, AND SLEDNECK MECHANIC

 WHAT’S GOOD ABOUT THE DURADOWN?

It’s much better than traditional workwear 

because it incorporates StormRepel Down into a 

classic style that is normally made of cotton.

 WHY DOWN PLUS CORDURA?

Down and Cordura is the best mix because I spend 

so much time in below-zero weather gearing up 

for trips and working on tasks at hand.

 HOW DO YOU USE MOUNTAIN WORKWEAR?

It’s great when I need to hook up a salt-rusted 

trailer, brush against my dirty truck, restock 

fi rewood, or work on greasy sleds. I wore them 

every day for 2 months when truck-camper living 

on a road trip from Idaho to Canada to Alaska. 

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE

 CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY

DURADOWN® JACKET

BURLY DOWN WARMTH FOR RUGGED UTILITY

CORDURA ripstop nylon shell with StormRepel finish; waterproof CORDURA 

75D nylon overlays. 700 fill StormRepel Premium Goose Down. Drawcord 

hem; stretch cuffs. Secure zip chest pocket.

REG S-XXL B88 501 0603 $249

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0604 $269
700

FILL DOWN
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DURADOWN JACKET
ADMIRAL  BLUE  (BACK) ,  MUSHROOM (FRONT)

NOW WITH STORMREPEL® DOWN
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[men’s]

revelstoke 
drop-in
relaxed and chill mOUntain style FOr the apres 

hOUrs in canada’s wOrKing-class sKi tOwn

�Wyatt�Caldwell�straps�
in�for�the�ride�deep�in�the�
Monashees�at�Eagle�Pass�
Heli,�Revelstoke,�BC

PhotograPher: garrett grove
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[1] one-hand vacuum mug

From Stanley®. open/close/drink with 
one hand. Leak-proof. 16 oz.
N22 501 3521  $30

[2]  maximus duffels

Burly, 1,000D tarpaulin; 210D ripstop 
nylon. In both 80-liter and 150-liter sizes.
80L N23 501 2270 $149

150L N23 501 2271 $169

[3]  guide lite gloves

See page 49.

[4] relaxed fit eddie’s 

favorite® flannel shirt—plaid

two-ply brushed cotton. Shrink-, pill-, 
and fade-resistant to 50 washes. See 
p22 for more details and colors.
reg S-XXXL B34 501 8063 $59.95

taLL M-XXXL B34 501 8064 $64.95

[5]  signature thermal henley

Best-in-class. Made with a premium 
cotton/polyester blend to prevent 
shrinkage and retain its shape. Wear it 
alone or use as a versatile layering piece. 
Classic fit. See p26 for more details and 
colors.
reg S-XXXL B33 501 6311 $44.95

taLL M-XXXL B33 501 6312 $49.95

[6]  classic fit flannel-lined 

legend wash cargo pants

exclusive, soft Legend Wash cotton; 
brushed cotton flannel lining. Sits below 
waist; straight through thigh and leg.
reg 30, 32-36 eveN ( iNseam 30"-34" eveN); 

34-38 eveN ( iNseam 36") 

B03 501 6380  $79.95

[7] eddie bauer jeans belt

Leather; silver or brass buckle. 
32-50 eveN B14 501 1836 $34.95

[8] cabin sherpa

fleece hoodie

Brushed, heavyweight cotton/polyester 
fleece. Unlined sleeves. Classic fit.
reg S-XXXL B33 501 9679 $69.95

taLL M-XXXL B33 501 9680 $79.95

[9] merino-blend beanie

Merino/acrylic; polyester earband. More 
colors at eddiebauer.com.
oNe SIze C14 501 3057 $29.95

[10]  shiver moccasins

From Merrell®. Waterproof. Fleece 
lining. Leather upper; Vibram® rubber 
sole. Sizes 8-12, 13, 14, 15.
a19 501 3310  $110

All  i tems  imported,  unless  stAted  otherwise   CAtAloG  &  edd ieBAuer.Com only   All  AvA il ABle  s izes  &  Colors  At  edd ieBAuer.Com

[1]

[2]

[3]

[8]

[6-7]

[9]

[10]

[4-5]

[4,8]



RESISTS 

SHRINKING, 

PILLING, & 

FADING

Even after 

50 washes

THICK, 2-PLY 

FLANNEL

Brushed on both sides 

for maximum softness
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WORLD’S BEST FLANNEL — TOUGHEST. THICKEST. SOFTEST.

FLANNEL MADNESS 
[MEN’S]

When packing for a road trip, the fl annel shirt is a piece that always makes the cut. Whether loading up seven different 

colors to survive long stints of laundry-less travel or just bringing two favorites and swapping them out for the duration, 

Eddie’s Favorite Flannel is mandatory attire for just about every off-slope activity. On the Powder Highway, a tough, thick, 

and soft fl annel is almost like the mountain town uniform. Apres celebration, evening steakhouse dinner, Canadian bowl-

ing competition, visits to the curling club, junior B hockey games, late nights at the town bar—you really can’t name a 

social activity or road-trip task that doesn’t meet the fl annel dress code. So when our team headed north to Revelstoke, 

they loaded up on fl annels, packing a full array of what we like to call a truly indispensable shirt for the road.

[1-4]  EDDIE’S FAVORITE® FLANNEL SHIRT

This is the best flannel out there—at any price—bar 

none. Built with rich, two-ply yarns, then brushed 

on both sides for maximum softness. Garment-

washed and specially treated to resist pilling, 

color loss, torquing, and shrinkage, even after 50 

washings. Dual back pleats; button-down collar. 

Cotton. Relaxed fit is 2" fuller through the chest 

than our Classic fit; Slim is 2" trimmer.

[1]  RELAXED FIT — PLAID 2 OR MORE

REG S-XXXL  B34 501 8063 $59.95 $49.95 EA

TALL M-XXXL B34 501 8064 $64.95 $54.95 EA

[2]  SLIM FIT — PLAID

REG S-XXXL B34 501 8129 $59.95 $49.95 EA

TALL M-XXXL B34 501 8130 $64.95 $54.95 EA

[3]  RELAXED FIT — SOLID 

1-POCKET

REG S-XXXL B34 501 8133 $59.95 $49.95 EA

TALL M-XXXL B34 501 8134 $64.95 $54.95 EA 

[4]  RELAXED FIT — SOLID 

2-POCKET  2 OR MORE

REG S-XXXL B34 501 8131 $59.95 $49.95 EA

TALL M-XXXL B34 501 8132 $64.95 $54.95 EA

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE

 CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY

TRUE FITS

Relaxed for two 

extra inches of 

comfort, or slim 

for a two-inch 

trimmer fi t  

[1-2] NAVY [1-2] WALNUT [1-2] ADMIRAL  BLUE[1-2] COAL

[1-2] CRIMSON [1-2] FOREST [1-2] DARK P INE

[3-4] BARN RED[3-4] NAVY [3-4] DARK P INE [3-4] DIJON

[3-4] DARK SMOKE  HEATHER



canadian 
apres
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[men’s]

�Lexi�DuPont,�Lynsey�
Dyer,�and�Wyatt�Caldwell�
enjoy�some�much-needed�
camaraderie�after�a�long�
day�in�Revelstoke,�BC

PhotograPher: garrett grove

Vest,�p60�
Jacket,�p60

[1]  sUperiOr dOWn JacKeT

Weather ratINg: eXtreMe CoLD -20°F 
to 0°F (-29°C to -17°C) Waterproof, 
windproof, breathable Weatheredge® 
nylon shell; Stormrepel DWr finish. 550 
fill Premium goose Down. relaxed fit.
reg S-XXXL B01 501 5382 $249

taLL L-XXXL B01 501 5383 $269

[2]  FirsT ascenT® VerT pacK

Side-country pack with integrated ski/
snowboard carry system. Low-profile 
design. hydration pocket with insulated 
sleeve. ripstop nylon. Capacity: 18L / 
1,098 cu. in.
N23 501 1740  $89.95

[3]  ice cLaW WaTerprOOF 

Mid BOOTs

From Merrell®. Leather upper. Synthetic 
lining. rubber sole. Sizes 8-12, 13, 14, 15.
B19 501 3309  $135

[4]  rideOUT Beanie

acrylic. More colors at eddiebauer.com.
oNe SIZe C14 501 3058 $24.95

[5]  sTraiGHT FiT 

aUTHenTic Jeans

high-quality, handcrafted, 12-oz cotton 
denim. Sits just below waist; straight 
seat, thigh, and leg.
reg 30, 38 ( INSEAM 30", 32"); 32-36, 38 

( INSEAM 30"-34" EVEN); 34, 36 (36") 

B03 501 5688  $59.95

[6]  TraVeX® eXpediTiOn 

FLanneL sHirT

Soft, hollow-core polyester adds a new 
dimension of wicking to classic flannel. 
Lightweight, packable, quick-drying. 
Secure large chest pocket. regular fit.
reg S-XXL B29 501 0667 $69.95

taLL M-XXL B29 501 0668 $79.95

[7]  QUarTer-Zip cLOUd LaYer® 

prO FLeece

See page 56.

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE   CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY   ALL  AVA IL ABLE  S IZES  &  COLORS  AT  EDD IEBAUER.COM
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aDMIraL  BLUe KhaKI

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]



When packing for winter trips, one of 

the most versatile everyday pieces 

to pack is a classic thermal shirt. If 

the plan involves long weeks away or 

long stretches between laundry days, 

the number in our packs or duffels 

increases to stacks. The attributes of 

our thermals are many, but the combo 

of soft cotton and warm waffe-knit 

makes it the refexive morning choice 

when heading out to breakfast, 

relaxed, reliable 

warmth for long 

winter road trips

[men’s]

thermal stoke 

[1-2] dark loden

[1-2] vInTage

[4] medIum heaTher  gray[1-2] faded black

[3] dark loden[1-2] WheaT  heaTher

winter oUtfitter booK 2013   true north

[1-4]  signature thermals

best-in-class and bestselling. Premium cotton/polyester 
blend resists shrinkage and provides superior shape 
retention. Wear alone or use as a versatile layering piece. 
reinforced shoulders; clean-finished interior collar. 
classic fit.

[1]  henley

REG S-XXXl b33 501 6311 $44.95

TALL m-XXXl b33 501 6312 $49.95 

[2]  crewneck - solid .
REG S-XXXl b33 501 6313 $39.95

TALL m-XXXl b33 501 6314 $44.95

[3]  crewneck - stripe

REG S-XXXl b33 501 8445 $49.95

TALL m-XXXl b33 501 8446 $54.95

[4]  crewneck - graphic

REG S-XXXl a33 501 8998 $44.95

TALL m-XXXl a33 501 8999 $49.95

All  i tems  imported,  unless  stAted  otherwise

waxing up the skis, or gassing up 
the truck before hitting the highway. 
after action, nothing is easier to wear 
around a mountain town, a remote 
hut, or a plush lodge than a waffe-
knit thermal. When it gets bitterly cold 
in places such as revelstoke, Jackson, 
or alaska, we layer it under a fannel 
shirt. but we always keep a grip of 
these ready for the road. 
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[1-2] burgundy
[1-2] SP Ice

[1-2] navy [1-2] dark loden [3] WheaT  heaTher

[1-2] medIum heaTher  gray
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introducing

FreeDry™ Cotton—utilizes microfiber 
technology that dissipates moisture and 
dries 50% faster than traditional cotton. 
The multi-component construction wicks 
moisture rapidly from your skin during 
heated activity to facilitate cooling, with 
yarn-specific properties that never wash 
out. This active transport also enables 
every piece constructed with FreeDry 
Cotton to shed moisture rapidly after a 
dip in the stream or a wash in the sink, 
making it the smart textile choice for 
extended road trips. 

exclusive quick dry technology
moisture management

From perspiration to precipitation, fighting moisture ac-
cumulation is critical to comfort during active endeavors. Our 
exclusive FreeDry technology utilizes fiber construction to 
facilitate wicking and drying for enhanced personal comfort.

QuiCk Dry
FreeDry Cotton absorbs less moisture and won’t 
oversaturate during activity due to the perfect blend of 

treated and traditional cotton yarns, enabling it to dry at least 50% 
faster than either untreated cotton or technical synthetics.

MoisTure WiCking
FreeDry utilizes one-way moisture transfer, surface 
dissipation, and quick-dry performance to create a highly 

efficient, three-dimensional approach to moisture management that 
moves sweat actively and directionally away from skin. 

 BreaThaBle
FreeDry Cotton remains two degrees cooler than traditional 
polyester fabric as activity or temperature climbs, due to 

the natural cooling properties of cotton. The yarns also remain soft, not 
scratchy, on skin as a result of cotton’s surface softness.

our exclusive travex® Freedry™ cotton dries 50% Faster.
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[1-3]  lOOkOut shirts
using FreeDry technology, our new 
cotton/spandex shirts have the comfort 
of traditional cotton, but with the 
breathable, moisture-wicking advantages of 
performance synthetics. and all the FreeDry 
features are inherent to the yarns, so they 
never wash out. reflective eddie Bauer logo 
at back neck; Travex logo at hem. active fit.
All  i tems  imported,  unless  stAted  otherwise 

[2]  lOng-sleeve—stripe
reg s-XXXl B33 501 8821 $39.95
Tall M-XXXl B33 501 8822 $44.95

Dark pine, Dark sMoke, graphiTe, BlaCk 

[3]  lOng-sleeve—sOliD  
reg s-XXXl B33 501 8827 $29.95
Tall M-XXXl B33 501 8828 $32.95

Capers, BeeT, BlaCk

[1]  quarter-zip pullOver
reg s-XXXl B33 501 8785 $49.95
Tall M-XXXl B33 501 8786 $54.95

irish green, BeeT, MiDnighT navy, Capers, BlaCk
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[women’s]

revelstoke 
drop-in
KicK-BacK style, FrOm mOrning cOFFee tO sOcial hOUr

� �Lynsey�Dyer�and�Lexi�
DuPont�head�for�chill�
time�after�a�deep�day�in�
Revelstoke,�BC

PhotograPher: garrett grove

Jacket,�p63
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[1]  MicrotherM™ down vest

See page 63.

[2]  notion beanie

Supersoft textured acrylic; easy fit.
one Size C16 501 7493 $19.95

[3]  essential down gloves

Quilted 650 fill Premium Down in a 
water-repellent nylon shell (Silver is 
nylon/polyester/cotton). elastic wrists; 
brushed polyester lining.
S, M, L B16 501 7466 $39.95

[4]  boyfriend flannel-

lined jeans

Cotton/spandex; cotton flannel lining. 
Sits below natural waist; mid-rise. 
relaxed through hip and thigh; straight 
leg. inseam: r 32"; P 29"; t 35"; PL 32".
reg 0-20  B11 501 2122 $79.95

Petite 0-18 B11 501 2123 $79.95

taLL 6-20   B11 501 2124 $89.95

[5]  sling pack

Polyester. adjustable strap. Side access. 
interior pockets. Can switch shoulders.
C23 501 1987  $24.95

[6]  Muckers squall boots

From Privo by Clarks®. Waterproof 
leather upper. rubber sole. Sizes 7-10, 11.
B20 501 5951  $160

[7]  insulated travel Mug

one-hand open/close. Stainless steel. 
BPa-free 16 oz.
C22 501 3584  $19.99

[8]  fair isle loop scarf

acrylic. exclusive pattern. Length: 37".
C16 501 7470  $39.95

[9-10] Mockneck Zip cardigan

Ultrasoft combed cotton. Classic fit.
[9]  solid

reg S-XXL B10 501 2495 $59.95

Petite XS-XL B10 501 2496 $59.95

taLL M-XXL B10 501 2497 $69.95

[10]  colorblock

reg S-XXL B10 501 2153 $69.95

Petite XS-XL B10 501 2154 $69.95

taLL M-XXL B10 501 2155 $79.95

All  i tems  imported,  unless  stAted  otherwise   CAtAloG  &  edd ieBAuer.Com only   All  AvA il ABle  s izes  &  Colors  At  edd ieBAuer.Com

[4][1 ,9]

[2] [3]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[10]

[8]
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After the on-hill activity, our Stine’s 

Favorite Waffe Knit Shirts can be a 

welcome relief from stormy weather 

or subzero temperatures. As the frst 

next-to-skin layer, the classic style and 

comfortable fabric of our waffe shirts is a 

perfect ft for morning coffee at the cafe, 

apres at the lodge, or down time in town. 

Or use as a layering base when heading 

lOdge Or tOwn 

Basics, with classic 

dOwn day style and 

textUred warmth

[women’s]

waffled warmth 

[3] bOne[3] heAther  dArK  teAl[2] burgundy

[1] burgundy[2] dArK SmOKe  heAther[1] chArcOAl  heAther

[1-3]  Stine’S favorite waffle 

knit ShirtS

christine “Stine” bauer was eddie’s wife, and 
the muse behind the original line of women’s 
clothing at eddie bauer. Our waffle shirts reflect 
her style, a mix of practical performance and 
attractive design. Soft, comfortable cotton/
polyester/spandex can be layered or worn 
alone. Shaped fit.

[1]  mini-Stripe

three snaps at each shoulder.  
Shirttail hem.  2 or more

reg XS-XXl  b09 501 9354  $39.95 $34.95 ea 
PetIte XS-l b09 501 9355  $39.95 $34.95 ea

tAll m-XXl b09 501 9356  $44.95 $39.95 ea

[2]  printed henley 

Snap front. Straight hem.
reg XS-XXl b09 501 9487 $39.95 $34.95 ea

PetIte XS-l b09 501 9488 $39.95 $34.95 ea

tAll m-XXl b09 501 9489 $44.95 $39.95 ea

PluS 1X-3X b09 501 9490 $44.95 $39.95 ea

[3]  raglan henley

raglan insets. Snap front. Shirttail hem.
reg XS-XXl b09 501 9562 $39.95 $34.95 ea

PetIte XS-l b09 501 9563 $39.95 $34.95 ea

tAll m-XXl b09 501 9564 $44.95 $39.95 ea

All  i tems  imported,  unless  stAted  otherwise

 CAtAloG  &  edd ieBAuer.Com only

out into the cold for a relaxed dinner or 
a social event in mountain towns such as 
Jackson, revelstoke, or Whistler. For longer 
trips away, the range of stripes and solids 
provides daily variety, while the ft and 
detailing prevent you from looking like you 
poached your brother’s, boyfriend’s, or 
husband’s favorite shirt. It’s one to bring 
along on every winter trip.
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canadian apres
STYLeS THaT eaSe iNTo caNadiaN aPreS-cuLTure 

WiTH a HeaLTHY mouNTaiN aTTiTude

 Lexi DuPont, Lynsey 
Dyer, and Wyatt Caldwell 
head into one of the many 
cafes in Revelstoke, BC

photographer: garrett grove

[WOMEN’S]

Cozy Tuck Pullover
B10 501 5778, $69.95

Available at eddiebauer.com

All  i tems  imported,  unless  stAted  otherwise  

 CAtAloG  &  edd ieBAuer.Com only

[1]  stine’s favorite flannel 

shirt—plaid

Cotton flannel, brushed on both sides  
for ultrasoft texture. Shaped fit.
reg XS-XXL B08 501 9964 $49.95

petite XS-XL B08 501 1355 $49.95

taLL M-XXL B08 501 1356 $54.95

pLuS 1X-3X B08 501 2261 $59.95

[2]  snowfall waffle gloves

acrylic, with finger-free construction.
one Size C16 501 9562 $24.95

[3]  cabin fleece quilted hoodie

Cotton/polyester. polyester sherpa fleece-
lined hood/body. Classic fit.
reg XS-XXL B09 501 2511 $79.95

[4]  stine’s favorite waffle

Cotton/polyester/spandex. Shaped fit. 
   2 or more

reg XS-XXL B09 501 9562 $39.95 $34.95 ea

petite XS-L B09 501 9563 $39.95 $34.95 ea

taLL M-XXL B09 501 9564 $44.95 $39.95 ea

[5]  winter star beanie

acrylic, including high-pile fleece lining. 
one Size C16 501 7492 $29.95

[6]  slightly curvy stayshape® 

skinny leg jeans

exclusive cotton/spandex/polyester blend. 
Sits below natural waist; low-rise. Shaped 
through waist and hip to fit slightly curvy 
shape, but slimmer through thigh and ankle.
reg 0-20  B11 501 7383 $69.95

petite 0-18  B11 501 7384 $69.95

taLL 6-20  B11 501 7385  $79.95

[7]  essential down jacket

550 fill premium goose Down. polyester 
shell, lining, and sherpa fleece collar. 
Stormrepel® DWr finish. 
reg XS-XXL B06 501 9934 $129

petite XS-XL B06 501 9935 $129

taLL M-XXL B06 501 9936 $139

pLuS 1X-3X B06 501 9937 $139

[8]  decora chant 

waterproof boots

From Merrell®. Suede leather upper; 
waterproof, breathable membrane. Faux-fur 
lining. orthoLite® footbed. rubber sole. 
Sizes 6-10, 11.
B20 501 5948  $190
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Dark SaBLe Brook

MuShrooM Dark BaS iL

eXcLuSiVe

[1][2]

[3]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[4]
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CLASSIC WARMTH FOR BRAVING WINTER’S CHILL 

IN THE PROVINCES OR THE STATES

CASUAL CULTURE
[1]  STINE’S FAVORITE FLANNEL PULLOVER

Our bestselling cotton flannel shirt in a pullover 
design and classic plaid colors. Brushed on both sides 
for exceptional softness. Pintuck details down front. 
Convertible roll-tab long sleeves. Side vents. Back/front 
darts shape the silhouette. Classic fit. Slightly longer 
length: R (M) 30". 

REG S-XXL B0 501 2338 $59.95

PETITE XS-XL B08 501 2339 $59.95

TALL M-XXL B08 501 2340 $64.95

PLUS 1X-3X B08 501 2341 $69.95

[2]  BOYFRIEND FLANNEL-LINED JEANS

A seasonal bestseller, in our easygoing Boyfriend fit. Cotton/spandex 
is fully lined with plaid cotton flannel in a weight that provides warmth 
without bulk. Now with a zip fly. Sits below natural waist; mid-rise. 
Relaxed through hip and thigh. Straight leg. Inseam (8) rolled/unrolled: 
R 29"/32"; P 26"/29"; T 32"/35"; PL 29"/32".

REG 0-20  B11 501 2122 $79.95

PETITE 0-18 B11 501 2123 $79.95

TALL 6-20   B11 501 2124 $89.95

PLUS 16W-24W B11 501 2125 $89.95

[3]  WINTER STAR BEANIE

Our warmest beanie, made with chunky knit acrylic yarns 
and lined with ultrasoft high-pile fleece. Ear flaps provide 
extra protection from the wind.

ONE SIZE C16 501 7492 $29.95

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE

 CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY

ALL  AVA IL ABLE  S IZES  &  COLORS  AT  EDD IEBAUER.COM

[WOMEN’S]

[2]

[1]

[3]
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[1] BLACK [1] NAVY

Boots, p35
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DOWN 
TO CHILL
WARMTH AND STYLE FOR THE 

TIME BETWEEN THE ACTION

Eddie Bauer ski team rippers Lynsey Dyer, 

Lexi DuPont, and Lel Tone spend a lot of time 

in ski gear. But off the hill, these extremely 

talented skiers, who are fully confi dent on 

burly terrain, like to show a more feminine 

side. So it’s no surprise that when their 

[WOMEN’S]

Oslo Cardigan Sweater
Available at eddiebauer.com

[1]

[1-2]  NORTHERN AURORA DOWN OUTERWEAR

Water-resistant nylon shell with 550 fill Premium 
Goose Down. Detachable hood and polyester/acrylic faux-fur 
ruff. Adjustable drawstring sides. Princess seams. Classic fit.

[1]  JACKET

WEATHER RATING: VERY COLD 0°F TO 20°F (-17°C TO -6°C)
Length (M): R 26 1∕2".

REG XS-XXL B06 501 2673 $199

PETITE XS-XL B06 501 2674 $199

TALL M-XXL B06 501 2675 $219

[2]  VEST

Length (M): R 24".

REG XS-XXL B06 501 2670 $149

PETITE XS-XL B06 501 2671 $149

TALL M-XXL B06 501 2672 $169

550
FILL DOWN

time on the hill winds down, they often like 
to dress it up a bit in styles that express 
a different side of their character. One of 
their favorite pieces for that is the Northern 
Aurora, which is available in both vest and 
jacket styles. The face fabric’s subtle sheen, 
the hood’s faux-fur ruff, and the pastel 
colors all make our Northern Aurora the 
polar opposite of their on-hill uniform—the 
exact reason why they crave it in town.

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE  CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY 800.426.8020 // EDDIEBAUER.COM 39

550
FILL DOWN

SNOW,  WAVE ,  PAPAYA ,  HYACINTH

SNOW,  WAVE ,  PAPAYA ,  HYACINTH



MEN’S NORTHWIND® DOWN JACKET

REG S-XXXL     B01 501 5416     $149

MEN’S SUPERIOR DOWN JACKET

REG S-XXXL     B01 501 5382     $249

MEN’S 1936 SKYLINER 

ORIGINAL MODEL DOWN JACKET

REG S-XXXL     B01 501 5379     $179

WINTER OUTFITTER BOOK 2013   ESSENTIALS

NOT ALL DAYS REQUIRE SUMMIT TECHNOLOGY, WHICH IS WHY 

WE SERVE UP AN ENTIRE LINEAGE OF WARM, PREMIUM DOWN 

STYLES THAT RANGE FROM MORNING CHILL TO COLD TRAVEL

LOW-PRESSURE 
DOWN WARMTH

[MEN’S]

WOMEN’S SUPER SWEATER DOWN PARKA

REG XS-XXL     B06 501 9490     $179

WOMEN’S KARA DOWN JACKET

REG XS-XXL     B06 501 2684     $149

WOMEN’S ASTORIA DOWN PARKA

REG XS-XXL     B06 501 2680     $199

WOMEN’S SUN VALLEY DOWN PARKA

REG XS-XXL     B06 501 8723     $249

WOMEN’S LODGE DOWN PARKA

REG XS-XXL     B06 501 7494     $229

WOMEN’S SLOPE SIDE® DOWN PARKA

REG XS-XXL     B06 501 8225     $199

[WOMEN’S]
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canadian 
avalanche 
centre
setting the international 

standard for public 

avalanche education

Headquartered in downtown Revelstoke, BC, the 

Canadian Avalanche Centre is a non-government, 

nonproft organization dedicated to public ava-

lanche safety. Existing as the hub of Canada’s 

national forecasting and public avalanche 

education efforts, the CAC coordinates public 

avalanche safety programs, oversees recreational 

avalanche courses, and develops the daily public 

avalanche bulletins that skiers, snowboarders, 

and snowmobilers depend on to travel safely in 

the backcountry.

� �Eddie�Bauer�splitboard�
guide�and�CAA�member�
Scott�Newsome�sleuthing�
out�the�weak�layers�in�BC

PHotogRAPHER: Rip Zinger
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the organization was founded in 2004 as a close cousin to the 

Canadian Avalanche Association, which gained increased pub-

lic attention and support after the tragic avalanche fatality of 

former Prime Minister Pierre trudeau’s son, Michel, in Kokanee 

glacier Provincial Park in 1998. Since that national call to arms, 

the CAA, which focuses on professional training and industry 

membership, and its sister organization, the CAC, which deals 

primarily with public education, forecasting, and recreational 

training, have set an international standard for progressive 

national avalanche education efforts.

For most winter recreationalists, the primary interaction 

with the CAC is through their regionalized daily avalanche 

forecasts, which have become a daily gospel for the vast 

majority of Canadian backcountry travelers. Yet nearly 6,000 

students per year also beneft from the CAC’s oversight when 

they take an Avalanche Skills training course—either an ASt 1 

or ASt 2—with a CAC-sanctioned provider. Above and beyond 

teaching standards and stability forecasting, the CAC has also 

made a name through innovative public education efforts, 

such as the graphical modernization of their daily avalanche 

bulletin, the development of their online avalanche course 

for frst responders, new user-interface tools for backcountry 

decision making such as the Avaluator, and a terrain rating 

program that is gaining international attention. the combi-

nation of charge, vision, and support has earned the CAC a 

reputation at the forefront of global avalanche education and 

placed their Revelstoke headquarters at the heart of Canada’s 

coordinated effort to keep its winter backcountry users safe.

forecasting
the daily gospel for Canadian backcountry 

travelers, the CAC issues daily forecasts 

for 12 regions across Canada to help users 

understand the primary avalanche concerns 

on a regional scale, while using standardized 

language and infographics to effectively 

communicate the danger. 

education
With a mission to educate, the CAC utilizes 

every tool in the box to get the word out 

and improve decision making in avalanche 

terrain. From Public Avalanche Warnings, 

youth initiatives, and outreach programs to 

events, workshops, signage, and user tools, 

the CAC never stops spreading the word.

training
When Canadian skiers, snowboarders, and sled-

ders seek greater knowledge, the secondary-

school step is the ASt 1 and ASt 2 courses 

delivered in the feld by CAC-sanctioned provid-

ers, with CAC-developed materials that provide 

the foundations for understanding the science, 

weather, and behavioral aspects of avy safety.

pushing public awareness

timeline of canadian avalanche education

avalanche education is a lifelong learning process, and the mission to educate the public about the danger that lurks is something that requires 

constant vigilance on all fronts. the canadian avalanche centre has charged forward with an array of new tools and techniques in all three areas of 

forecasting, education, and training, bringing an integrated, nationalized approach to avalanche education that is setting a new standard for the 

industry. constant progress in each area has resulted in greater public knowledge and a heightened level of awareness across canada. 

1971

first pro training. Canada’s 

first pro-level avy training takes 

place at Rogers Pass—the national 

east-west corridor and historic site 

of its worst avalanche accident.

2004

cac founded. growing from the 

roots of the CAA, a new centre is 

founded with a specific mission to 

focus entirely on public education, 

awareness, and forecasting.

1981

caa and infoex. the CAA is 

founded in Revy. one of its first tasks 

is the management of a new national 

database system for heli, cat, and ski 

operations to share data.

2006

avaluator intro. the CAC 

better integrates terrain into the 

equation, ushering in a new era of 

decision-making tools to facilitate 

smarter personal risk mitigation. 

2011

graphic bulletins. the CAC 

launches its new icon-based 

avalanche bulletins, pushing forward 

a visually progressive look aimed at a 

generation raised on digital images.

from early tragedy  

at rogers pass to       

international pro-level

recognition, canada’s 

avalanche organizations 

evolve from their foun-

dation in revelstoke, bc. 

eddie bauer gives back
 

2% oF tHE nEt 
SAlES FRoM tHE WintER outFittER BooK Will BE 
donAtEd to tHE CAnAdiAn AvAlAnCHE CEntRE. � �The�new�phone-based�daily�bulletin

� �Learning�slope�science�in�an�AST�course
PHotogRAPHER: Kirstie Simpson

�CAC�trailhead�decision-making�tools
gRAPHiCS: courtesy of CAC



caroline george returns to the ice 

with charge after a winter away

For more than a decade, Caroline George has lived for the vertical dimension, 

tackling some of the hardest ice and mixed routes from the Alps and Ouray to 

Norway, Iceland, and the Canadian Rockies, as well as competing in the ice climb-

ing world cup. But a one-year maternity leave from pure ice provided her with a 

new outlook on why she climbs these pillars and a newfound desire to return.

“In the past, my mind has wandered left and right, questioning the meaning of so much climbing, why I 

was doing it,” George says. “But this year, something shifted: I realized that ice climbing wasn’t just a hobby 

or a job. It was what feeds my soul. It felt like it was vital to me.”

So during the 2013 winter, George and her family—including husband and fellow guide Adam George— 

embarked on a global ice tour. Packing leashless tools and a stack of synthetic puffes, they boarded a fight 

to the States. First they hit New Hampshire to tackle Cannon’s Black Dyke and Fafnir, as well as classic East 

Coast routes such as Repentance, Remission, and Deidre. In this environment, Caroline started to feel an  

immediate pull to return. “I instantly felt in tune with the elements,” she says. “I think it’s partly due to the 

fact that as a parent, you don’t have that much time and when you decide to do something, you give it your 

all.” The George family then headed west, where Caroline climbed 7th Heaven in Provo, Utah, and competed 

in the Ouray Ice Festival. But the pinnacle of her return was when the family landed back in Europe, with per-

fect temperatures and once-in-a-decade routes coming into form just as her daughter started day care.

Climbing with Jon Bracey, Caroline ticked off Ilynx (WI6), a 5-pitch beauty with a stunning view of La Dame 

du Lac. She returned a few days later with Jon Griffth to climb the exposed and wild WI pillar that was frst 

climbed in 1992 and has only come into form a few times since. The route featured three disconnected pillars, 

the

frozen
dimension
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�La�Dame�du�Lac�(WI6+),�

Montriond,�France

THIS yEAR, SOmETHING SHIFTED: I REALIzED 
THAT ICE CLImBING WASN’T JUST A HOBBy OR 
A JOB. it was what feeds my soul.  

a gigantic jaw-like feature, and an overhanging headwall that ended in an overhung roof. A week later George 

carried forward her momentum, partnering with Swiss alpinist Nicole Berthod to complete Crack Baby on 

Kandersteg’s Breitwangfue (WI6), a sustained, tricky route with a step-over above 150 meters of exposure. 

She completed her return-to-ice season guiding the Patri in Cogne, Italy, and in Trient, Switzerland.

“I often get asked what draws me to ice,” Caroline refects on her return. “And maybe the answer is just 

that it makes me feel alive. I hadn’t really missed it during my one-year hiatus, but when I swung my frst axe, 

I realized how hungry the unfed worm had been.”

caroline’s 10 burliest climbs

f
 ic

e

—caroline george

A career list of impressive ice lines in the frozen dimension

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

the shadow on mount Patterson (FIRST ASCENT)
location Canadian Rockies  grade WI6+R, m6, 220 meters 

crack baby 
location Kandersteg, Switzerland grade WI6, 360m

la dame du lac
location montriond, France grade WI6+, 120m

sea of VaPors
location mount Rundle, Canadian Rockies grade WI6, 210m

nightmare on wolf street
location Stanley Headwall, Canadian Rockies grade WI6+, m7, 170m

suffer machine 
location Stanley Headwall, Canadian Rockies grade WI5+, m8, 200m

french reality 
location Kootenay National Park, Canadian Rockies  grade WI6+, 150m

nemesis
location Stanley Headwall, Canadian Rockies grade WI6, 140m

ilynx 
location Chamonix, France grade WI6, 160m

rePentance 
location Cathedral Ledge, New Hampshire grade WI6, 140m
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�7th�Heaven,�Provo�Canyon,�
Utah,�WI6,�M8

2013�Ouray�Ice�Comp�
Route,�Ouray,�Colorado



TECHNOLOGY 

PRIMALOFT ONE 

HARNESSING ADVANCED   

SYNTHETIC INSULATION

 We know warmth. From natural down to 

synthetic lofted insulation, our guide-built First 

Ascent series features the most lightweight 

and effi cient sources of insulation available. 

Yet moisture has always sapped the insulating 

properties of traditional down, which is why 

many of our athletes pick synthetic alterna-

HARD SHELL NYLON WITH 

STORMREPEL® DWR ON FRONT, 

SHOULDERS, AND SLEEVES

Sheds light moisture during 

fast-forward activity

SOFT SHELL 

STRETCH NYLON W/ 

STORMREPEL DWR 

ON BACK AND SIDES

Provides accelerated 

core venting and 

unrestricted mobility

BREATHABLE 

STRETCH 

WOVEN LINING

Nylon lining wicks 

moisture and 

helps regulate 

internal temps

PRIMALOFT 

ONE 60-GRAM 

INSULATION

Premium synthetic fi ll 

provides warmth, 

even when wet

WINTER OUTFITTER BOOK 2013   VERTICAL

THE BACKDRAFT

tives when heading for coastal climates or wet 

environments. This mountain knowledge is why 

we’ve partnered with PrimaLoft® to form the 

warming core of our synthetic puffi es. 

PrimaLoft One—utilized in our Igniter, 

Accelerant, and Neoteric Insulated styles—is 

the most premium grade of PrimaLoft 

available. Ounce for ounce, PrimaLoft One 

provides the highest warmth-to-weight ratio 

of any available synthetic lofted insulation 

by harnessing the fi nest diameter fi bers for 

maximum thermal performance and a softer, 

warmer, drier feel. Yet the ultimate result for 

sports such as ski touring, alpine climbing, 

and winter training is excellent thermal effi -

ciency, superior water resistance, and warmth 

without bulk.

Originally patented as synthetic down and 

developed for the US military, PrimaLoft is an 

ultrafi ne microfi ber insulation that replicates 

the lofted performance of natural down, yet 

insulates when soaked or saturated with 

moisture. Structurally, the ultrafi ne fi bers cre-

ate micro air pockets that trap body heat and 

keep cold out. Yet the microfi bers are also 

engineered for weather resistance, with tight 

surface tension that resists moisture penetra-

tion and physically repels water molecules, 

making it four times more hydrophobic than 

typical polyester insulations. The fusion of all 

this tech provides maximum warmth, even in 

wet or stormy environments. 

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE    CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY

BACKDRAFT JACKET

Nylon. Hard shell with StormRepel DWR on front, shoulders, and sleeves. Stretch soft 

shell with StormRepel DWR on back and sides. PrimaLoft One insulation. Breathable 

stretch-woven lining. Interior zip chest pocket with media port.

[1] MEN’S

REG S-XXL B88 501 0573 $179

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0574 $199

BREATHABLE WATER- 
REPELLENT

FOUR WAY 
STRETCH

MOISTURE 
WICKING 

THE BEST-EVER FUSION OF WARMTH AND BREATHABILITY. Most outdoor designs deliver on the performance of 

only one fabric: hard shells for waterproofi ng, soft shells for breathability, and puffi es for compressible warmth. The 

Backdraft represents an engineered fusion of all three elements, combining the advantages of waterproofi ng and 

insulation in critical zones, yet also allowing total backfl ow venting and fl exibility due to a full soft shell back panel. 

The biometrically targeted hybrid construction creates the ideal performance fusion of weather resistance, warmth, 

breathability, and fl exibility for personal comfort during hard-charging activities in unpredictable weather.

[1] MEN’S BACKDRAFT [2] WOMEN’S BACKDRAFT

ADMIRAL  BLUE IR ISH  GREEN BLACK MINT BLACKDEEP  MAGENTA

[2] WOMEN’S

REG XS-XL B89 501 0742 $179

ELASTIC 

CUFFS AND 

DRAWCORD 

WAIST

Seal out cold 

updrafts

ZIPPERED 

TRICOT-LINED 

HAND POCKETS

Keep fi ngers 

from freezing

Full stretch-woven back pro-
vides accelerated core venting 
and unrestricted range during 
heated activity.
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glove 
guide
Five-Finger technOlOgy 

FOr a FUll winter range

[2]  guide gloves
Premium warmth and toughness for mountain labor

end use mountaineering/skiing     water resistance high

weather rating

Performance features of Guide Lite, plus PrimaLoft One insulation for superior 
warmth, even when wet. Pittards® ArmorTan® leather palm and fingers. Pre-
curved finger construction for increased dexterity.

XS-XL	 A14 501 3034 $129

cold

end use skiing     water resistance high

weather rating

DWR-treated oxford shell with waterproof, breathable insert. PrimaLoft® 
One insulation. Polyester/merino wool lining wicks moisture and fights odor. 
Reinforced sprayed leather palm and fingers. Adjustable, low-profile wrist 
gauntlet. Ascent Blue; Black available at eddiebauer.com.

S-XL	 B14 501 3040 $149

[1]  stash gloves
guide-built weather Protection, warmth, and durabilit y  

for backcountry and big mountain skiing  

cold

deeP day 

handwear

guide-tough 

workwear
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end use glove liner     weather rating 

Water-repellent Polartec Hardface® Wind Pro fleece on back of hand for 
increased wind and abrasion resistance where it's needed most. Soft 
polyester/spandex fleece cuff and palm; silicone print on palm for extra grip.

XS-XL	 A14 501 3036 $40

mild

[5]  touchscreen all-mountain gloves
Palm-comPatible liner gloves for instagram or email

end use skiing/snow     water resistance high

weather rating

Highly breathable and water-repellent. Polartec® Wind Pro® stretch polyester 
fleece is four times more wind-resistant than traditional fleece; it’s also more 
durable. Wear alone in mild weather, or use as an insulating liner when paired with 
a shell glove in colder temps. Goatskin leather palm delivers exceptional grip. 
Smooth cuff seals in heat and provides a snug, trim fit.

XS-XL	 A14 501 3037 $50

[4]  leather Palm mountain gloves
windPro ® warmth for elevated winter activit y

moderate

If yOu SPenD 140 DAyS A yeAR 
WORkInG On THe mOunTAIn In ALL TyPeS 
Of WeATHeR cOnDITIOnS, yOu cAn’T DO 
WITHOuT THe GuIDe GLOveS.    

end use alpine/climbing     water resistance high

weather rating

As seen in Outside Magazine's Winter 2012 Buyer’s Guide. Pittards ArmorTan 
leather palm and fingers. nikwax® waterproofing included. Two-way stretch nylon 
shell; StormRepel® DWR finish. Acrylic/merino wool lining. Low-profile cuffs.

XS-XL	 A14 501 3035 $80

[3]  guide lite gloves
lightweight warmth and dexterit y for climbing and skiing

moderate

—Scott newsome

toasty  

midwinter  

util ity

stoP-and-go 

activity

email  or  

instagram

All  i teMs  iMpOrted,  unless  stAted  Otherwise



For more than a decade, outdoor companies have preached the gospel of 

three-layer systems. But technology evolves and so do our options. We’ve  

embraced the modern concept of a loft layer by incorporating lightweight 

down or synthetic insulators into the standard base-, mid-, and shell-layer 

system for upgraded thermal versatility. Whether layered, as added warmth, 

packed in reserve for mandatory warm-ups, or integrated into a stormproof 

shell for the coldest climates, our down or synthetic loft layer creates a 

fourth dimension of comfort for long days exposed to the elements.

What you need for any Weather,  

any environment, or any adventure

the new 
school of 
layering

Winter outfitter BooK 2013   technical layering

PhotograPher: David Morton

a hard shell system pairs a waterproof/breathable 
shell, a wicking base layer, and a feece mid layer. 
It’s still favored for full storm protection during 
exposed activities—skiing, snowboarding, or alpine 
climbing. on cold days or during long breaks, a 
loft layer adds an extra degree of layered warmth 
underneath any hard shell.

 base layer

 

 mid layer

 loft layer

  hard shell

+

+

+

hard shell systeM
coMPlete ProtectIon For MountaIn storMs

a soft shell system is built from stretch-woven 
material that sheds light precipitation without 
sealing off breathability or sacrifcing mobility. 
It’s ideal for backcountry touring, ice climbing, or 
nordic skiing. Packing along a loft layer to function 
as an instant warm-up extends the thermal range 
of a soft shell system.

 base layer

 

 soft shell

  loft layer

+

+

soft shell systeM
regulateD coMFort For elevateD actIvItIes

an integrated system fuses the best of both the hard 
shell and the soft shell systems into one dynamic 
style. Worn over a base layer or a base- and mid- 
layer combo, an integrated system delivers the ulti-
mate in warmth, simplicity, and storm protection in 
alpine base camps or the coldest interior ranges.

 base layer

 

  insulated 

hard shell

+

integrated systeM
Best oF Both WorlDs For uBer FunctIonalIty
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WINTER OUTFITTER BOOK 2013   technical layering

the layering 
guide

men’s cloud  
layer® pro p56
B29 501 0677   $59.95

women’s cloud  
layer pro p56
B31 501 0596   $59.95

men’s bat hang  
hoodie

A29 501 0578   $89.95

women’s quest  
150 fleece p57
B31 501 0681   $59.95

women’s  
bat hang hoodie

A31 501 0387   $89.95

performance fleece

compressible down or synthetic insulation

technical warmth for 
use as all-action layering 
over a base layer

mid layer

base layer

men’s hangfire® 
jacket

B88 501 0575   $99

men’s  
propellant p2
A88 501 0648   $279

men’s  
windfoil®

B01 501 0215   $99

women’s  
heyburn 2.0 p11

B89 501 0177   $279

women’s  
bc-200

B89 501 0049   $199

women’s  
snowline p68
B89 501 0764   $169

waterproof
seam-sealed storm 
security for alpine 
climbing and skiing

men’s women’s

hard shell

women’s hangfire 
jacket

B89 501 0726   $99

men’s quest  
150 fleece p57
B29 501 0681   $59.95

women’s  
microtherm p63

700 fill down

B89 501 0819   $179

women’s  
downlight p61

800 fill down

B89 501 0773   $199

women’s  
accelerant

40g primaloft one

B89 501 0632   $179

women’s  
backdraft p46
60g primaloft one

B89 501 0742   $179

women’s  
igniter

100g primaloft one

B89 501 0690   $199

men’s  
microtherm™ p62

700 fill down

B88 501 0599   $179

men’s  
downlight® p60

800 fill down

B88 501 0591   $199

men’s  
accelerant

40g primaloft® one

B88 501 0445   $179

men’s  
backdraft p45
60g primaloft one

B88 501 0573   $179

men’s  
igniter

100g primaloft one

B88 501 0441   $199

women’s  
propellant p14

A89 501 0838   $279

women’s  
windfoil

B06 501 0063   $99

loft layer
the eddie bauer

cUsTOmIzE yOUR layERINg 
sTRaTEgy WITh aN ENTIRE sERIEs 
OF TEchNIcal OpTIONs
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eddiebauer.com
for all of our technical 
layers to build your  
active winter system 

visit eddiebauer.com for base layer options visit eddiebauer.com for base layer options

women’s  
sandstone

B89 501 0402     $89.95

men’s  
sandstone

B88 501 0390     $89.95

 base layer

 mid layer

  loft layer

 soft shell

  hard shell

  insulated 
hard shell

hard s
hell  

system
soft s

hell  

system
in

tegrated  

system

quick eb 
layering 
guide

(integrated  
into hard shell)

waterproof warmth
lofted warmth and 
waterproofing fused into 
one efficient package

insulated 
hard shell

women’s  
bc microtherm p64

800 fill down

B89 501 0849   $299

women’s  
insulated snowline

60g primaloft one

B89 501 0767   $199

men’s  
neoteric p8

B88 501 0605   $449

men’s  
bc-200

B88 501 0189   $199

men’s  
snowline® p66

B88 501 0583  $169

men’s  
peak xv

850 fill down

B88 501 0519   $399

men’s bc  
microtherm p64

800 fill down

B88 501 0587   $299

men’s neoteric 
insulated p8

60g primaloft one

B88 501 0652   $549

breathable

weather-shedding 
stretch material is ideal 
for stop-and-go sports

 
soft shell
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Mid 
lAYer
PerForMANCe 
FLeeCe

HANgFire JACKet (this page)

ClOud lAYer FleeCe p56

Quest FleeCe p66

featUring
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When ed Viesturs layers for big peaks, 
he takes a meticulous approach. He 
starts with a synthetic base layer, 
then dials in his versatile system with 
an active feece choice, such as the 
Hangfre Hoodie, which is his personal 
favorite in the First ascent series.
 ed is a stong advocate of 
versatility in his system from the 
mid layer out. “You hear a lot about 
layering systems, but basically it is 
a number of clothing items that are 
worn in sequence on top of each 
other to provide more warmth and 
more protection,” Viesturs says. 
“rather than bringing one or two 
thicker layers, i like to bring more 
thinner layers. it gives me more 
versatility and variety in my layering.”

guide built.
guide trusted.

®

hangfire jacket

A critical component of a three-layer alpine system, 

this apparel multi-tool is a superb mid layer for almost 

any mountain activity. Brushed polyester fleece torso 

and hood, with spandex added to the side panels and 

elbows. Interior wicking finish; anti-pill exterior. Superior 

breathability. Integrated hood. Active fit. Imported.  

Visit eddiebauer.com for more colors and women's styles. 

Men’s

REG S-XXL B88 501 0575 $99

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0576 $119

�Ed�Viesturs�sorting�
gear�in�one�of�the�coldest�
places�on�Earth�prior�to�
a�summit�of�Mt.�Vinson,��
Antarctica

PhotogrAPher: Jake Norton



BLACK

BLACK
BORDEAUX

[WOMEN’S]
FULL-ZIP FLEECE

Brushed 5.5 oz Polartec Classic micro-   
velour fleece adds lightweight warmth. Anti-
pill finish. Quick-drying. Streamlined design 
for easy layering. Welded sleeve pocket; zip 
handwarmer pockets.

REG XS-XXL B31 501 0599 $79.95

PETITE XS-XL B31 501 0600 $79.95

TALL M-XXL B31 501 0601 $89.95

[MEN’S]
FULL-ZIP FLEECE

Brushed 5.5 oz Polartec Classic micro-   
velour fleece adds lightweight warmth. Anti-
pill finish. Quick-drying. Streamlined design 
for easy layering. Full-length locking zip for 
precise venting. Nylon/spandex welded chest 
pocket; zip handwarmer pockets.

REG S-XXXL B29 501 0679 $79.95

TALL M-XXXL B29 501 0680 $89.95

QUARTER-ZIP FLEECE

Brushed 5.5 oz Polartec Classic micro-   
velour fleece adds lightweight warmth. Anti-
pill finish. Quick-drying. Streamlined design 
for easy layering. Quarter-zip for quick 
venting. Nylon/spandex welded chest pocket 
stows small essentials.

REG S-XXXL B29 501 0677 $59.95

TALL M-XXXL B29 501 0678 $69.95

QUARTER-ZIP FLEECE

Brushed 5.5 oz Polartec Classic micro-   
velour fleece adds lightweight warmth. 
Anti-pill finish. Quick-drying. Streamlined 
design for easy layering. Welded sleeve 
pocket stows small essentials.

REG XS-XXL B31 501 0596 $59.95

PETITE XS-XL B31 501 0597 $59.95

TALL M-XXL B31 501 0598 $69.95

CLOUD LAYER
®

 PRO
 MID LAYER

Polartec® Classic micro-velour fleece for extremely versatile layering in almost any winter situation. Worn 
primarily as an active mid layer, this piece is a perfect one to layer up with each and every cold morning.

WINTER OUTFITTER BOOK 2013    TECHNICAL LAYERING

BLACK CAPERS ADMIRAL  BLUE
C INDER SNOW VIBRANT

 PURPLE
RUBY TEAL

BLACK DARK 
SMOKE

JAVA ASCENT 
BLUE

IR ISH 
GREEN

SCARLET BRIGHT 
ORANGE

DARK 
SMOKE

NIGHT DEEP 
MAGENTA

GLACIER BRIGHT
L IME

DEEP  MAGENTA

ADMIRAL  BLUE

IR ISH  GREEN

VIBRANT  PURPLE

QUEST FLEECE
 MID LAYER

Functional straightforward fleece for mid-layering for almost any winter condition, our Polartec full-zip pieces snap into the Snowline system for easier layer 

integration. Worn as a warm mid layer as well as a casual winter jacket, our outdoor classics are key pieces to have in the layering quiver.

FULL-ZIP FLEECE

Brushed Polartec Classic micro-velour fleece in an 

exceptional price-to-warmth ratio. Full zip closure; 

zip hand pockets. Anti-pill finish. Compatible with 

our layering system; snaps into our Snowline® Shell. 

REG S-XXXL B29 501 0681 $59.95

TALL M-XXXL B29 501 0682 $69.95

QUARTER-ZIP FLEECE

Brushed Polartec Classic micro-velour fleece in an 

exceptional price-to-warmth ratio. Streamlined shape 

layers easily. Quarter-zip style for quick venting. 

Anti-pill finish.

REG XS-XXL B31 501 0677 $39.95

PETITE XS-XL B31 501 0678 $39.95

TALL M-XXL B31 501 0679 $44.95

PLUS 1X-3X B31 501 0680 $44.95

QUARTER-ZIP FLEECE

Brushed Polartec Classic micro-velour fleece in an 

exceptional price-to-warmth ratio. Streamlined shape 

layers easily. Quarter-zip style for quick venting. 

Anti-pill finish. 

REG S-XXXL B29 501 0675 $39.95

TALL M-XXXL B29 501 0676 $44.95

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE

  CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY

[MEN’S]
FULL-ZIP FLEECE

Brushed Polartec Classic micro-velour fleece in 

an exceptional price-to-warmth ratio. Snaps into 

our Snowline shell. Full zip front; zip hand pockets. 

Anti-pill finish.

REG XS-XXL B31 501 0681 $59.95

PETITE XS-XL B31 501 0682 $59.95

TALL M-XXL B31 501 0683 $69.95

PLUS 1X-3X B31 501 0684 $69.95

[WOMEN’S]

BURGUNDY MALLARD BLACK L IGHT 
V IOLET

RAIN

RAIN MALLARD BLACK BURGUNDY L IGHT 
V IOLET

IR ISH 
GREEN

BLACK DARK 
ADRIAT IC

OAK RUSSET

BLACK
BLACK

IR ISH  GREEN RAIN

BURGUNDY
DARK 

ADRIAT IC
OAK
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 sectiontk

downlight p60 
MicrotherM p62
casual down p40

featuring

EDDIE BAUER DOWN
the leading edge of 

coMpressible 
insulation

loft 
layer
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professional layering

Melissa arnot 

eddie Bauer guide and women’s 

everest summit record holder

  “The mountains provide a continuously 

shifting dynamic and an often unpredictable 

set of conditions, so layering is one of the 

defenses that I use for safety and comfort,” 

Arnot says. “The mountain weather changes 

its mind all the time, so I just adjust my layers 

to match.” 

“When climbing at very high altitude, it is 

essential to layer to keep warm and safe,” she 

continues. “I typically climb with two bottom 

layers and a base layer on top, with either a 

light soft shell or an insulated outer piece. 

In my pack there is ALWAYS a shell top and 

bottom, as well as extra lofted insulation.”

guide built.
guide trusted.

®

� �Melissa�Arnot�layering�
up�with�down�during�a�
rest�and�recovery�break�
in�the�Himalayas

PhoTogrAPher: Kent harvey



 WHY IS DOWN WARM?

Long known as nature’s best insulator, 

down provides more warmth per 

ounce than any other material. The 

technical explanation is that millions 

of fl uffy fi laments interlock and 

overlap to form a protective layer 

of trapped still air that keeps body 

heat in and cold air out. Due to the 

three-dimensional structure, each 

down cluster traps more air per ounce 

than traditional synthetics. In addition 

to its inherent insulating properties, it 

is also extremely resilient and highly 

compressible—giving it exceptional 

longevity and minimized thermal 

loss over time. Down also features 

breathability, enabling it to wick away 

perspiration, preventing clamminess 

during activity. The most common 

measurement for down is fi ll power, 

which measures its warmth-to-weight 

ratio. Generally, the higher the fi ll 

power rating, the more heat per ounce 

trapped by the down clusters. But the 

takeaway is that down is still the most 

effi cient way to stay warm in the cold.  

WARMEST

EDDIE BAUER DOWN

FILL 
 POWER

NATURAL THERMAL EFFICIENCY 

FOR THE HIGHEST DEGREE OF HEAT

DOWNLIGHT
®

[MEN’S]

DOWNLIGHT HOODED JACKET
Hooded Premium Down Warmth. Water-resistant 20-denier 

recycled ripstop polyester. Down-insulated hood. Packs into own 

pocket. Zip tricot-lined hand pockets. Length (M): R 26"; T 28".

REG S-XXL B88 501 0593 $229

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0594 $249

DOWNLIGHT JACKET
Premium Down for Cold Conditions. Water-resistant 20-denier 

recycled ripstop polyester. Packs into own pocket. Zip tricot-lined 

hand pockets. Length (M): R 26"; T 28".

REG S-XXL B88 501 0591 $199

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0592 $219

DOWNLIGHT VEST
The Classic Premium Down Insulator. Water-resistant 20-denier 

recycled ripstop polyester. Packs into own pocket. Zip tricot-lined 

hand pockets. Length (M): R 26 1∕4"; T 28 1∕4".

REG S-XXL B88 501 0589 $139

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0590 $159

PREMIUM DOWN FOR COLD CONDITIONS. Popular for its warmth but famous for its loft, 

our guide-built down puffy will dial up heat in cold climates. Weighing less than a pound, 

it pairs insulating effi ciency and lightweight stuffability. 

 LOFT LAYER

COLD,  HARD FACTS

COLDEST PLACES 
ON EARTH

WINTER OUTFITTER BOOK 2013    TECHNICAL LAYERING

800
FILL DOWN

800
FILL DOWN

800
FILL DOWN

ALL ITEMS IMPORTED, UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE  CATALOG & EDDIEBAUER.COM ONLY

BLACK ,  V IBRANT  PURPLE ,  SCARLET,  M INT,  TEAL BLACK VIBRANT  PURPLESCARLET BLACK

BLACK SCARLET BLACK CINDER NAVY DARK P INE BRIGHT  ORANGE STEEL BLACK

[WOMEN’S]

DOWNLIGHT JACKET
Premium Down for Cold Conditions. Same features as men’s, 

but women’s silhouette. Length (M): 24 1∕2"; P 23 1∕2"; T 26". 

REG XS-XXL B89 501 0773 $199

PETITE XS-L B89 501 0774 $199

TALL S-XXL B89 501 0775 $219

DOWNLIGHT VEST
The Classic Premium Down Insulator. Same features as men’s, 

but women’s silhouette. Length (M): 24 1∕2"; P 23 1∕2"; T 26". 

REG XS-XL B89 501 0770 $139

PETITE XS-L B89 501 0771 $139

TALL S-XXL B89 501 0772 $159

800
FILL DOWN

800
FILL DOWN

800
FILL DOWN

DOWNLIGHT HOODED JACKET
Hooded Premium Down Warmth. Same features as men’s, 

but women’s silhouette. Length (M): 24 1∕2"; P 23 1∕2"; T 26". 

REG XS-XXL B89 501 0776 $229

PETITE XS-L B89 501 0777 $229

TALL S-XXL B89 501 0778 $249

 THE THOUGHTFUL QUILTING, CUT 
AND STYLING OF THE DOWNLIGHT 

MAKE IT MY CHOICE FOR EVERYTHING FROM 
RUNNING TO THE GROCERY STORE TO A 
LAYERING PIECE IN THE COLDEST WINTER 
STORMS. FOR ME, THE DOWN SWEATER IS 
THE BEST EXAMPLE OF SIMPLE MOUNTAIN 
SOPHISTICATION, WHERE FUNCTIONALITY 
MEETS STYLE PERFECTLY. I WISH I HAD 
A DOWNLIGHT FOR EVERY DAY OF 
THE WEEK.  —LYNSEY DYER

DEFINITION

FILL POWER 
THE MEASURE OF THE LOFT OF AN OUNCE 
OF DOWN. THE HIGHER THE FILL POWER, 
THE MORE AIR PER OUNCE IT CAN TRAP. 

MT. VINSON, ANTARCTICA
AVERAGE SUMMER TEMP: -30°C

Climbed by the First Ascent team in 2011

DENALI, ALASKA
LOWEST SUMMIT TEMP: -75°F

Summited by Eddie Bauer guide Dave Hahn 
21 times

MT. EVEREST
COLDEST FORECASTED SUMMIT TEMP: -41°C

Summited by Eddie Bauer guide Melissa Arnot 
fi ve times

HAINES, ALASKA
RECORD LOW, AT SEA LEVEL: -15°F

Location of SEABA Heli and range of Reggie Crist 

REVELSTOKE, BC
AVERAGE PEAK SNOWFALL: 472 INCHES

Location of Eagle Pass Heli and RMR

ADMIRAL  BLUE NAVY

TEAL MINT
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700
FILL DOWN

 WHY IS DOWN LIGHT?

The ounce for ounce effi ciency of down 
fi ll is the main reason why it has remained 
the worldwide standard in lofted 
insulation for more than six decades. 
The scientifi c explanation includes 
everything from three-dimensional 
structure and down processing to the 
art of fl ight. But the reason breaks down 
to air. Down warms by trapping air and 
does that with minimal weight because 
the three-dimensional structure of the 
down clusters maximizes the loft in 
every ounce of down. It goes against 
traditional thinking but it is a brilliantly 
simple solution of evolutionary biology 
that arose from cold-weather birds 
needing to get airborne. We simply benefi t 
from harvesting that wonderfully light 
material to keep heat from escaping 
skyward. Illustrated below: the airy loft 
of an ounce of down by fi ll power rating.

LIGHTEST

EDDIE BAUER DOWN

OUNCE FOR OUNCE, 

THE MOST WEIGHTLESS LOFT 

FOR OUTDOOR COMFORT

MICROTHERM™

[MEN’S]

MICROTHERM HOODED JACKET
Ultralight, Hooded Four-Season Down Insulation. Water-repellent 
20-denier recycled ripstop polyester; polyester/spandex 
integrated stretch side panels. Down-insulated hood. Packs into 
own pocket. Length (M): R 27 1∕2"; T 29 1∕2". 

REG S-XXL B88 501 0601 $199

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0602 $219

MICROTHERM JACKET
The Ultimate, Ultralight Down Insulator. Water-repellent 20-denier 
recycled ripstop polyester; polyester/spandex integrated stretch 
side panels. Packs into own pocket. Length (M): R 27 1∕2"; T 29 1∕2".

REG S-XXL B88 501 0599 $179

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0600 $199

MICROTHERM VEST
Ultralight, Ultra-Packable Core Insulation. Water-repellent 
20-denier recycled ripstop polyester; polyester/spandex 
integrated stretch side panels. Packs into own pocket. 
Length (M): R 26 1∕2"; T 28 1∕2".

REG S-XXL B88 501 0597 $129

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0598 $149
700

FILL DOWN

700
FILL DOWN

THE ULTIMATE, ULTRALIGHT DOWN INSULATOR. A revolution in down construction, 

MicroTherm is the ideal weight for packing or using as a mid, last or emergency layer. 700 fi ll 

Premium Goose Down traps core heat while micro-channeled construction allows bulkless layering.

 LOFT LAYER

COLD,  HARD FACTS

WINTER OUTFITTER BOOK 2013    TECHNICAL LAYERING
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BLACK              N IGHT            MAGENTA

BLACK ASCENT  BLUE C INDER DARK SMOKE ADMIRAL  BLUE BLACK

[WOMEN’S]

MICROTHERM JACKET
The Ultimate, Ultralight Down Insulator. Same features as men’s, 

but women’s silhouette. Length (M): R 24 1∕2”; P 23 1∕2”; T 26”. 

REG XS-XXL B89 501 0819 $179

PETITE XS-L B89 501 0820 $179

TALL S-XXL B89 501 0821 $199

MICROTHERM VEST
Ultralight, Ultra-Packable Core Insulation. Same features as men’s, 

but women’s silhouette. Length (M): R 23 1∕2"; P 22 1∕2"; T 25".

REG XS-XL B89 501 0816 $129

PETITE XS-L B89 501 0817 $129

TALL S-XXL B89 501 0818 $149

700
FILL DOWN

700
FILL DOWN

MICROTHERM HOODED JACKET
Ultralight, Hooded Four-Season Down Insulation. Same features as 

men’s, but women’s silhouette. Length (M): R 24 1∕2”; P 23 1∕2”; T 26”.

REG XS-XXL B89 501 0822 $199

PETITE XS-L B89 501 0823 $199

TALL S-XXL B89 501 0824 $219  
 MY FAVORITE DOWN PIECE IS 

THE MICROTHERM BECAUSE 
IT IS LOW PROFILE AND EASILY LAYERS 
UNDER MORE WATERPROOF PIECES. IT’S 
ALSO LIGHTWEIGHT AND EASILY STUFFS 
IN A DAYPACK, BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY 
IT COMES IN A VARIETY OF GREAT 
COLORS AND COMPLEMENTS AN ACTIVE 
FEMININE SHAPE.  —LEXI DUPONT

700 
DOWN

EDDIE  BAUER 

DOWN — USED IN 

DOWNLIGHT AND 

MICROTHERM 

PRODUCTS

FEW INSULATING MATERIALS CAN MATCH 
THE WEIGHTLESS FEEL OF AIR. DOWN 
CLUSTERS TRAP WARM AIR, WITH 
EXCEPTIONAL LOFT PER MATERIAL OUNCE.

1.225KG/M3

APPROXIMATE WEIGHT OF AIR

BLACK ,  C INDER,  NAVY,  SCARLET,  IR ISH  GREEN

BLACK            GLAC IER          BURGUNDYBLACK ,  BURGUNDY,  N IGHT,  MAGENTA ,  GLAC IER,  BR IGHT  L IME

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE    CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY



 WHY IS DOWN THE BEST?

Skiers and climbers clearly pick 
favorites when it comes to insulation. 
But down remains at the pinnacle of 
lofted insulation due to the basic fact 
that no other material provides as 
much warmth for as minimal a weight 
as down. The lofted, three-dimensional 
structure of down makes it a natural 
solution to trapping body heat and 
creating a still air barrier to cold 
weather. For centuries, humans have 
used down for insulation and it still 
remains the best solution to staying 
warm without excess weight. Down 
retains its loft longer than synthetics, 
requires fewer resources to produce 
and, depending on the source, is 
allergen-free and more environmentally 
responsible. We source our down from 
the best possible suppliers and ensure 
that the goose down we use in our 
most technical styles far exceeds the 
standards required for its use.

BEST

EDDIE BAUER DOWN

MANUFACTURED TO 

LEGENDARY TOLERANCES AND 

EXCEPTIONAL STANDARDS

COLD,  HARD FACTSMICRO-BAFFLE 

CONSTRUCTION

Warmth with minimal 
weight and bulk

INTEGRATED, 

INSULATED 

HOOD

Fits easily over ski/
climbing helmet

ERG0NOMIC 

CHEST POCKETS

Double as heat-
dumping vents

20D NYLON  

WATERPROOF/

BREATHABLE 

SHELL

Rated to 20K/20K

BC MICROTHERM 2.0

2 IN 1. DOWN WARMTH PLUS           
WATERPROOF/BREATHABLE.

WINTER OUTFITTER BOOK 2013   TECHNICAL LAYERING

BC MICROTHERM
™

WATERPROOF, WARM, SUPERLIGHT DOWN. Our revolutionary, award-winning jacket 

provides full-on protection at a fraction of the expected weight. The lightest waterproof 

down jacket we’ve ever made, our fully waterproof/breathable, down-insulated shell 

packs small but excels in cold, wet weather.

 INTEGRATED LAYER

 THE EDDIE BAUER FIRST A
SCENT DOWN IS AWESOME 

FOR ME BECAUSE THE FIT IS TECHNICAL 
WHILE STILL BEING STYLISH, THE DOWN 
IS INCREDIBLY WARM AND RETAINS ITS 
LOFT EVEN AFTER A YEAR OF HARD 
CLIMBING. LIGHT, WARM AND PACKABLE, 
NO COMPLAINTS.  —MELISSA ARNOT

1936
EDDIE BAUER PATENTED THE FIRST DOWN 
JACKET SOLD IN AMERICA AND HAS BEEN 
BUILDING DOWN JACKETS FOR 8 DECADES

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE    CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY

BC MICROTHERM 2.0 DOWN JACKET

Waterproof, windproof, breathable. WeatherEdge Pro 2-layer 12-denier nylon shell with 
StormRepel DWR finish. Rated to 20K/20K. 800 fill Premium Goose Down. Chest pockets 
double as heat-dumping core vents. Integrated, insulated hood. Drawcord waist.

[1] MEN’S

REG S-XXL B88 501 0587 $299

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0588 $319

BREATHABLE FOUR WAY 
STRETCH

[1] MEN’S BC MICROTHERM [2] WOMEN’S BC MICROTHERM

COAST BLACK LAGOON BLACK

[2] WOMEN’S

REG XS-XL B89 501 0849 $299

PETITE XS-L B89 501 0850 $299

TALL S-XXL B89 501 0851 $319

WEATHER-

SEALED 

ZIPPERS

Eliminate need for 
storm fl aps

“…WITH THE EDDIE BAUER 
FIRST ASCENT BC MICROTHERM 
2.0 DOWN JACKET, WET SNOW, 
SLEET, AND EVEN LIGHT RAIN 
ARE NON-ISSUES. UNLIKE MOST 
DOWN-INSULATED JACKETS, 
THE BC MICROTHERM IS FULLY 
WATERPROOF. IT HAS A DWR-
COATED FABRIC THAT WATER 
BEADS ON. THE JACKET IS 
RATED TO THE SAME 20K/20K 
WATERPROOF-BREATHABILITY 
SPEC AS MANY TECHNICAL 
HARD SHELLS.” GEARJUNKIE.COM

WINDPROOFWATERPROOF MOISTURE 
WICKING 



SNOWLINE
®

 
SETUP

MID LAYER 

INTEGRATION 

WITH ONE  

SIMPLE SNAP

DETACHABLE 

HOOD

Zips off when 

not needed

PIT ZIPS

Provide interior 

venting during 

vigorous activity

ZIP FLEECE-

LINED HAND 

POCKETS

Keep fi ngers 

from freezing

With so many options, layering can be complicated. The Snowline 

eliminates the guesswork, yet allows customization of mid- and 

shell-layer confi gurations with a simple, snap-in solution. Add 

warmth by snapping in our Quest 200 or 150 technical fl eece, 

which utilizes Polartec® Classic to warm without weight. Or swap 

out for the down heat of the Northwind on bitterly cold days.

[MEN’S]

BREATHABLE WINDPROOFWATERPROOF

40G THERMAFILL 

INSULATION

Adds warmth, even in 

wet conditions

WINTER OUTFITTER BOOK 2013   TECHNICAL LAYERING

[6] QUEST 150 FULL-ZIP FLEECE JACKET

Polartec® polyester micro-velour delivers 

lightweight, supersoft warmth. Anti-pilling. 

Snaps into Snowline Shell at wrists and collar.   

Additional colors on page 56. 

REG S-XXXL B29 501 0681 $59.95

TALL M-XXXL B29 501 0682 $69.95

SNAP-IN OPTIONS

[1-2]
[5]

[8]  QUEST 200 FLEECE JACKET

Polartec Classic 200-weight polyester fleece. 
Water-resistant finish. Snaps into Snowline 
Shell at wrists and collar. Additional colors 
available at eddiebauer.com.
REG S-XXXL B88 501 0579 $79.95

TALL M-XXXL B88 501 0580 $89.95

[7]  QUEST 200 FLEECE VEST

Polartec Classic 200-weight polyester fleece. 
Water-resistant finish. Snaps into Snowline 
Shell at back collar. Additional colors 
available at eddiebauer.com.
REG S-XXXL B88 501 0577 $59.95

TALL M-XXXL B88 501 0578 $69.95

[9]  NORTHWIND® DOWN JACKET

Nylon shell. StormRepel DWR finish. 550 fill 
Premium Goose Down. Fleece-lined cuffs/
handwarmer pockets. Snaps into Snowline 
Shell at wrists and back of neck.
REG S-XXXL B01 501 5416 $149

TALL L-XXXL B01 501 5417 $169
550

FILL DOWN

WEATHEREDGE 

PLUS WITH 

STORMREPEL 

DWR

Rated to 10K/10K

SCARLET

ADMIRAL  BLUE

IR ISH  GREEN

BLACK

[1]  SNOWLINE SHELL

Ideal for Cold Weather on Slopes and Trail or in 
Town. 4 oz 70-denier nylon. Waterproof zips; mesh 
lining. Fleece-lined collar. Drawcord waist. Length 
(M): R 30"; T 32".

REG S-XXL B88 501 0583 $169

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0584 $189

[2]  SNOWLINE INSULATED JACKET

Insulated Protection for Snow Season
Identical to our Snowline shell, but with 60-gram 
ThermaFill synthetic insulation to dial up the 
internal temperature on subzero snow days. 
Nylon shell. Length (M): R 30"; T 32".
REG S-XXL B88 501 0585 $199

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0586 $219

[3]  SNOWLINE INSULATED PANTS

Insulated, Stormproof Snow Pants
4 oz 70-denier nylon shell with 40-gram ThermaFill 
synthetic insulation. Zip tricot-lined hand pockets; 
waterproof zip thigh pockets. Adjustable waist. 
Mesh/nylon lining. Inseam (M): R 31 1∕2"; T 33 1∕2". 
Available in Black.

REG S-XXL B88 501 0650 $129

TALL M-XXL B88 501 0651 $149

[4]  TARGHEE MID SHOES

From Keen®. Waterproof nubuck leather upper. 
Breathable membrane. Torsion stability ESS Shank. 
Removable, metatomical, dual-density EVA footbed. 
Compression-molded, dual-density EVA midsole. 
Heel support. Rubber sole. Sizes 9-12, 13, 14, 15. 

B19 501 3270  $130

[5]  SNOWLINE GLOVES

Waterproof, breathable, and very warm. Soft 
polyester tricot lining for comfort. Nylon shell 
has water-resistant finish. Thermolite® synthetic 
insulation. Adjustable gauntlet cuffs. M-XL.

A14 501 3043  $45

BOOT TOP 

GAITERS

Keep out snow 
and slush

[4]

[3]

800.426.8020 // EDDIEBAUER.COM 67
ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE  CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY



[6]  QUEST 150 FULL-ZIP FLEECE JACKET

Polartec polyester micro-velour delivers 

lightweight, supersoft warmth. Anti-pilling. 

Snaps into Snowline Shell at wrists and collar.  

See p56 for all colors.

REG XS-XXL B31 501 0681 $59.95

PETITE XS-XL B31 501 0682 $59.95

TALL M-XXL B31 501 0683 $69.95

PLUS 1X-3X B31 501 0684 $69.95

[WOMEN'S]

BREATHABLE WINDPROOFWATERPROOF

SNOWLINE SYSTEM
MID-LAYER INTEGRATION WITH ONE SIMPLE SNAP

PIT ZIPS

Provide interior 

venting during 

vigorous activity

40G 

THERMAFILL 

INSULATION

Adds warmth, even 

in wet conditions

WINTER OUTFITTER BOOK 2013   TECHNICAL LAYERING

With so many options, layering can be complicated. The Snow-

line® eliminates the guesswork, yet allows customization of 

mid- and shell-layer confi gurations with a simple, snap-in solu-

tion. Add warmth by snapping in our Quest 200 or 150 technical 

fl eece, which utilizes Polartec® Classic to warm without weight. 

Pick your mid layer, snap it in, and head out for activity.

SNAP-IN OPTIONS

DETACHABLE 

HOOD

Zips off when 

not needed

[1-2]

[3]

[5]

800.426.8020 // EDDIEBAUER.COM 69

[1]  SNOWLINE SHELL

4 oz 70-denier nylon. Waterproof zips; mesh lining. 
Fleece-lined collar. Drawcord waist. Length (M): 
R 27"; P 26"; T 28 1∕2". Color shown: Night.

REG XS-XXL B89 501 0764 $169

PETITE XS-XL B89 501 0765 $169

TALL M-XXL B89 501 0766 $189

[2]  SNOWLINE INSULATED JACKET

Identical to our Snowline Shell, but with 60-gram 
ThermaFill synthetic insulation to dial up the 
internal temperature on subzero snow days. 
Length (M):  R 27"; P 26"; T 28 1∕2".
REG XS-XXL B89 501 0767 $199

PETITE XS-XL B89 501 0768 $199

TALL M-XXL B89 501 0769 $219

[3]  SNOWLINE INSULATED PANTS

4 oz 70-denier nylon shell with 40-gram ThermaFill 
synthetic insulation. Zip tricot-lined hand pockets; 
waterproof zip thigh pockets. Adjustable waist. 
Mesh/nylon lining. Inseam (M): R 32"; P 30"; T 35".

REG S-XXL B89 501 0839 $129

PETITE XS-L B89 501 0840 $129

TALL M-XXL B89 501 0841 $149

[4]  SNOWBOUND MID WATERPROOF BOOTS

From Merrell®. Synthetic-coated leather/mesh upper. 
Fleece lining. Opti-Warm™ insulation. Removable EVA 
footbed. Proprietary sticky rubber sole, plus special 
heel ridge for effortless snowshoe attachment. 
Shaft: 6 1∕2". Sizes 6-10, 11. 

B20 501 5395  $100

[5]  ESSENTIAL DOWN GLOVES

Our bestselling gloves. Quilted 650 fill Premium 
Down in a water-repellent polyester shell (Silver is 
nylon/polyester/cotton). Elastic wrists; reinforced 
thumb/forefinger. Brushed polyester lining. S-L.

B16 501 7466  $39.95

[8]  QUEST 200 FLEECE JACKET

Polartec Classic 200-weight polyester fleece. 
Water-resistant finish. Snaps into Snowline 
Shell at wrists and collar. Additional colors 
available at eddiebauer.com.
REG XS-XXL B89 501 0758 $79.95

PETITE XS-XL B89 501 0759 $79.95

TALL M-XXL B89 501 0760 $89.95

[7]  QUEST 200 FLEECE VEST

Polartec Classic 200-weight polyester fleece. 
Water-resistant finish. Snaps into Snowline 
Shell at back collar. Additional colors 
available at eddiebauer.com.
REG XS-XXL B89 501 0744 $59.95

PETITE XS-XL B89 501 0755 $59.95

TALL M-XXL B89 501 0756 $69.95

WAVE

SNOW

BLACK

NIGHT

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE   CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY

ZIP FLEECE-

LINED HAND 

POCKETS

Keep fi ngers 
from freezing

BOOT TOP 

GAITERS

Keep snow from 
sneaking into boots

[4]



WINTER OUTFITTER BOOK 2013   GENERATIONS

[GIRLS]

FLEECE  

DOWN  
[1] MICROTHERM™ HOODIE  

Like our adults’ but sized small. 100% 

recycled ripstop polyester shell; polyester 

lining. 550 fill Premium Goose Down.

GIRLS XXS-XL B87 501 0312 $99.95

[1] DOWNLIGHT® JACKET  

Like our adults’ but sized small. Water-

repellent 100% recycled ripstop polyester 

shell; polyester lining. 550 fill Premium 

Goose Down.

GIRLS XXS-XL B87 501 0310 $89.95

TODDLER 2T, 3T B87 501 0311 $89.95

BABY 12M, 18M B87 501 0338 $89.95

[1-2] FAST FLEECE  

Soft, lightweight, and ideal for layering. 

Quick-drying, pill-resistant polyester 

microfleece. 

[1] QUARTER-ZIP

GIRLS XXS-XL B87 501 0314 $24.95

TODDLER 2T, 3T B87 501 0321 $24.95

BABY 12M, 18M B87 501 0343 $24.95

[2] HOODIE 

GIRLS XXS-XL B87 501 0313 $34.95

[1] [2]

ICE 
MAGENTA

PHOTOGRAPHS: courtesy of Eddie Bauer snowboard guide Scott Newsome

[1] [2]

GLACIER 
MAGENTA

BRIGHT  L IME
GLACIER 

V IBRANT  PURPLE 
MAGENTA

GLACIER 
V IBRANT  PURPLE 

MAGENTA
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[BOYS]

FLEECE  

DOWN  
[1] DOWNLIGHT JACKET  

Like our adults’ but sized small. Water-

repellent 100% recycled ripstop polyester 

shell; polyester lining. 550 fill Premium 

Goose Down.

BOYS XXS-XL B87 501 0316 $89.95

TODDLER 2T, 3T B87 501 0317 $89.95

BABY 12M, 18M B87 501 0340 $89.95

[2] MICROTHERM HOODIE  

Like our adults’ but sized small. 100% 

recycled ripstop polyester shell; polyester 

lining. 550 fill Premium Goose Down.

BOYS XXS-XL B87 501 0318 $99.95

[1-2] FAST FLEECE  

Soft, lightweight, and ideal for layering. 

Quick-drying, pill-resistant polyester 

microfleece. 

[1] QUARTER-ZIP

BOYS XXS-XL B87 501 0320 $24.95

TODDLER 2T, 3T B87 501 0322 $24.95

BABY 12M, 18M B87 501 0344 $24.95

[2] HOODIE 

BOYS XXS-XL B87 501 0319 $34.95

ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE   NOT  ALL  COLORS  AND  S IZES  AVA IL ABLE  AT  RETA IL  STORES

KIDS’ SIZING: XXS=3/4; XS=5/6; S=7/8; M=10; L=12; XL=14

MOUNTAIN 
GUIDES IN 
TRAINING

As a kid growing up in Lake Louise, Alberta, I could ski from the 

time I could walk. But in the ’80s, snowboarding was just in its 

infancy, and this exciting brand-new sport captured my entire 

soul, allowing me to be creative in ways skiing never could. 

Although my father disapproved, I gave up skiing and became 

a full-on snowboarder. My dad was a man who skied on the 

Canadian national Nordic combined team, where Nordic 

cross-country, giant slalom, and 50-meter ski jumping were all 

practiced with wood and wire gear, with leather boots. He was 

not pleased at my choice.

Fast-forward a generation and around the time my fi rst 

child was born, I was having a rekindled love affair with the 

ski. The creation of the splitboard opened up so many new 

possibilities in the backcountry for me. While training for my 

guides’ exams with fellow splitboarders, a few of us became 

highly effi cient downhill skiers in split mode with soft snow-

board boots and bindings, motivated by the similar gear my 

dad used to launch off the 50m hill back in the day.

Like my father, I put my two boys—Sebastian, now 13, and 

Kaeson, now 10—on snow from the time they could walk. 

Teaching them both disciplines, I left it up to them to decide 

which pathto choose. Apparently the snowboarding gene skips a 

generation. Both my boys chose the way of two planks, proving 

that against the grain of the old man is now a family tradition.  

Snowboarding at fi rst had a hard merger with traditional 

skier values and industry acceptance. The rivalry was evident 

throughout my entire snowboard career. Now, in this new gen-

eration, it really doesn’t matter whether you ski, board, or split.

Now, when I have the chance to take my family out in the heli at 

Eagle Pass or go to the RMR, my wife and I snowboard and the kids 

ski. It’s a truly cool dynamic because time together in the mountains 

as a family is priceless, no matter what you ride.

HELI GUIDE SCOTT 
NEWSOME RAISES SKIERS 
IN REVELSTOKE

BY EDDIE BAUER GUIDE SCOTT NEWSOME

[1] [2]

[1] [2]

ADMIRAL BLUE
IRISH GREEN

SCARLET
BRIGHT ORANGE

ADMIRAL  BLUE
SCARLET

BRIGHT  NAVY
CAPERS

BRIGHT  ORANGE

BRIGHT  ORANGE
BRIGHT  NAVY

© 2013 Eddie Bauer LLC. Eddie Bauer
®
 and www.eddiebauer.com

® 
are registered trademarks of Eddie Bauer Licensing Services LLC. All rights reserved. Printed in USA.
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free shipping
with your $99 purchase*

we’re pleased to present you
with this special offer

this great offer is valid through 
Monday, november 11, 2013.

*See other Side for detailS.

date of the offer. Credit may not be extended if after you respond, (i) we find 
that you do not meet the criteria for creditworthiness used to select you for 
this offer; (ii) you are below the age required to create a valid contract; (iii) we 
determine that you have fraudulently altered the information provided to us; or 
(iv) we receive your response to this offer after such offer has expired.

PreScreen	&	OPt-OUt	nOtice This “prescreened” offer of credit 
is based on information in your credit report indicating that you meet 
certain criteria. This offer is not guaranteed if you do not meet our cri-
teria. If you do not want to receive prescreened offers of credit from 
this and other companies, call the consumer reporting agencies toll-
free, 1-888-567-8688; or write to: Experian, PO Box 919, Allen, TX 
75013; TransUnion, PO Box 97328, Jackson, MS 39288; Equifax, PO 
Box 740123, Atlanta, GA 30374.

Should you later decide that you do wish to receive preapproved offers, you 
may remove the prohibition on use of your credit report information by notify-
ing the above agencies.

You can choose to stop receiving “prescreened” 
offers of credit from this and other companies by 

calling toll-free 1-888-567-8688. 
See preScreen & opt-out notice above for more 

information about prescreened offers.

foldfold
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*�Free�shipping�offer�valid�through�November�11,�2013.�Valid�at�eddiebauer.com�or�800,426,8020�only.�Not�valid�at�
any�Eddie�Bauer�Retail�or�Outlet�stores.�Does�not�include�and�cannot�be�applied�to�previous�or�pending�orders.�
Taxes�still�apply.�Valid�for�Standard�Delivery�(7-9�business�days)�to�the�U.S.�only�on�orders�of�$99�or�more�after�any�
discount�is�applied.�This�offer�cannot�be�combined�with�any�other�offer.

free shipping
with your $99 purchase*

now through Monday, noveMber 11, 2013

see reverse for additional inforMation.

eddie	BaUer®	credit	card	The Eddie Bauer ® Credit Card account is 
issued by Comenity Bank. for any questions concerning your account, con-
tact Eddie Bauer Cardholder Services at 1-866-507-6744 (Tdd/TTY: 1-800-
695-1788).
if	yOU	are	PreaPPrOved,	thiS	iS	yOUr	Offer:	See	BelOw	fOr	
Offer	 detailS. Subject	 to	 credit	 approval.	 there	 are	 costs	 associ-
ated	with	 the	use	of	 this	credit	card	account.	to	obtain	 information	
about	 these	 costs,	 call	 us	 at	 1-866-216-4928	 (tdd/tty	 1-800-695-
1788)	or	write	to	us	at	comenity	Bank,	PO	Box	182273,	columbus,	Oh	
43218-2273.
iMPOrtant	 infOrMatiOn	 aBOUt	 OPening	 an	 accOUnt To help 
the government fight the funding of terrorism and money laundering activi-
ties, federal law requires all financial institutions to obtain, verify and record 
information that identifies each person who opens an account. What this 
means for you: When you open an account, we will ask for your name, 
address, date of birth or other information that will allow us to identify you. 
We may also ask to see your driver’s license or other identifying documents.
cUStOMerS	 receiving	 PreaPPrOved	 credit	 OfferS	
When ordering by phone, you may be selected for a preapproved account 
offer based upon the information in your credit report which satisfied our  
criteria for creditworthiness. If applicable, you must respond by the expiration 

Get special attention with 
an eddie Bauer® credit card

by phone
Call�800-426-8020�and�mention�discount�code�n.

by Mail
Enclose�this�coupon�with�your�order.�

on the web – try catalog quick order 
Click�on�Catalog�Quick�Order�on�our�homepage�at�eddiebauer.com.�Refer�to�your�

catalog�to�find�product�details�and�the�10-digit�item�number.�During�checkout,�enter�
ALpine�in�the�Promotion�Code�box�on�the�Promotion�&�Delivery�page.

foldfold
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free shipping
with your entire purchase*

we’re pleased to present you
with this special offer

this great offer is valid through 
Monday, november 11, 2013.

*See other Side for detailS.

date of the offer. Credit may not be extended if after you respond, (i) we find 
that you do not meet the criteria for creditworthiness used to select you for 
this offer; (ii) you are below the age required to create a valid contract; (iii) we 
determine that you have fraudulently altered the information provided to us; or 
(iv) we receive your response to this offer after such offer has expired.

PreScreen	&	OPt-OUt	nOtice This “prescreened” offer of credit 
is based on information in your credit report indicating that you meet 
certain criteria. This offer is not guaranteed if you do not meet our cri-
teria. If you do not want to receive prescreened offers of credit from 
this and other companies, call the consumer reporting agencies toll-
free, 1-888-567-8688; or write to: Experian, PO Box 919, Allen, TX 
75013; TransUnion, PO Box 97328, Jackson, MS 39288; Equifax, PO 
Box 740123, Atlanta, GA 30374.

Should you later decide that you do wish to receive preapproved offers, you 
may remove the prohibition on use of your credit report information by notify-
ing the above agencies.

You can choose to stop receiving “prescreened” 
offers of credit from this and other companies by 

calling toll-free 1-888-567-8688. 
See preScreen & opt-out notice above for more 

information about prescreened offers.
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*�Free�shipping�offer�valid�through�November�11,�2013.�Valid�at�eddiebauer.com�or�800,426,8020�only.�Not�valid�at�any�
Eddie�Bauer�Retail�or�Outlet�stores.�Does�not�include�and�cannot�be�applied�to�previous�or�pending�orders.�Taxes�
still�apply.�Valid�for�Standard�Delivery�(7-9�business�days)�to�the�U.S.�only.�Offer�not�valid�on�purchases�of�only�
Clearance-priced�items.�This�offer�cannot�be�combined�with�any�other�offer.

free shipping
with your entire purchase*

now through Monday, noveMber 11, 2013

see reverse for additional inforMation.

eddie	BaUer®	credit	card	The Eddie Bauer ® Credit Card account is 
issued by Comenity Bank. for any questions concerning your account, con-
tact Eddie Bauer Cardholder Services at 1-866-507-6744 (Tdd/TTY: 1-800-
695-1788).
if	yOU	are	PreaPPrOved,	thiS	iS	yOUr	Offer:	See	BelOw	fOr	
Offer	 detailS. Subject	 to	 credit	 approval.	 there	 are	 costs	 associ-
ated	with	 the	use	of	 this	credit	card	account.	to	obtain	 information	
about	 these	 costs,	 call	 us	 at	 1-866-216-4928	 (tdd/tty	 1-800-695-
1788)	or	write	to	us	at	comenity	Bank,	PO	Box	182273,	columbus,	Oh	
43218-2273.
iMPOrtant	 infOrMatiOn	 aBOUt	 OPening	 an	 accOUnt To help 
the government fight the funding of terrorism and money laundering activi-
ties, federal law requires all financial institutions to obtain, verify and record 
information that identifies each person who opens an account. What this 
means for you: When you open an account, we will ask for your name, 
address, date of birth or other information that will allow us to identify you. 
We may also ask to see your driver’s license or other identifying documents.
cUStOMerS	 receiving	 PreaPPrOved	 credit	 OfferS	
When ordering by phone, you may be selected for a preapproved account 
offer based upon the information in your credit report which satisfied our 
criteria for creditworthiness. If applicable, you must respond by the expiration 

Get special attention with 
an eddie Bauer® credit card

by phone
Call�800-426-8020�and�mention�discount�code�p.

by Mail
Enclose�this�coupon�with�your�order.�

on the web – try catalog quick order 
Click�on�Catalog�Quick�Order�on�our�homepage�at�eddiebauer.com.�Refer�to�your�

catalog�to�find�product�details�and�the�10-digit�item�number.�During�checkout,�enter�
hike�in�the�Promotion�Code�box�on�the�Promotion�&�Delivery�page.

foldfold
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